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The All-in-One Communications Server:

A New Paradigm for a NewAge

For my message this quarter, I asked Christine Holley,
market communications specialist t'or lnteractiue lntelligence,
to share her ideas about the all-in-one communications
sen)er. Ms. Holley has written t'or the high-tech industry t'or
the past seueral years and has extensiue expenence with
small, high-growth deuelopment firms. (The t'ollowing
represents Ms. Holley's opinion, ond not necessailg my
own. In addition, it should be noted that ACUTA does not
endorse any company or technology ouer another.)

Nobody these days needs to be reminded of the fact that this is
the Information Age. From the moment we arrive at work, we are
inundated with postal mail, faxes, voicemail, and e-mail messages.
Most of us agree that while the variety of communication media at
our disposal has made the transfer of information more convenient,
it has also turned the task of managing communications into an
incredible challenge. How much time do you spend running from
the phone to the fax to the computer trying to respond to messages? How much productivity do you lose trying to track and file
these various communications?
For the administrator of these systems, the challenges are even
greater. Simple voicemail updates-not to mention ACD and IVR
modifications-require complex programming or, at the very least,
memorization of endless keypad combinations. And when something goes wrong, it often takes a costly visit from a vendor to solve
the problem.
Technology has given us many useful tools to make communications faster and more convenient. But the task of managing
communications has largely been neglected. Several years ago
computer telephony integration (CTI) attempted to provide a
solution. The goal of CTI was to use middleware to glue together
proprietary devices such as the PBX, IVR, ACD, voicemail system,
fax server. and Web server.

Another technology now offers a new approach
to computer telephony integration. The all-in-one
communications server uses a single plat{orm to
process voicemail messages, faxes, e-mails, Web
chats, Web callbacks, and virtually any form of
communication an organization can devise. It is
modeled on an open, software-based architecture
and functions as a completely unilied system, without
the need for integration. Thus, it is not simply an
advancement of CTI-it is a new industry based on a
different technology. And while the comm server is
often considered part of the "PC PBX" and "unPBX"
markets, it is much more than that. The comm server
is capable of replacing not only the PBX, but also the
ACD, IVR, voicemail system, fax server, Web server,
CTI gateway, and other devices such as voice loggers
and predictive dialers.
So what does this mean to those who use and
administer these systems? Andrews University, a
private college in Michigan, offers a prime example of
the comm server's practical applications and benefits.
Andrews University was using a Northern Telecom
switch for its main campus when one of its departments began looking for a separate system o{fering
more functionality. The department, a call center that
performed tasks such as order taking and customer
support, employed a total of 50 agents and 10
support staff, with a maximum of 30 agents on the
phones at a given time. The center's call volume
ranged anywhere from 2,000 to 5,000 calls on
Sundays and more than 2,000 calls throughout the
week.

The department wanted a system over which it
had total control. The new system would have to
provide added functionality, including the ability to
give callers customized information based on their
DNIS number,.as well as voicemail capability or at
least an integration path with the existing Nortel
switch's voicemail system.
The department's telecommunications administrator, Jason Loucks, began looking at CTI solutions
when he discovered the all-in-one communications
server. "There were many benefits to the all-in-one
communications server, but the deciding factor came
down to price," said Jason. "Flexibility and ease of
use was another reason I chose the comm server.
The system could be programmed to respond exactly
the way I wanted it to, and it didn't require inordinate
amounts of training. The GUl-based administrator
tools that came with the system also gave me a

tremendous amount of control. The icing on the
cake was the unified messaging feature. Our whole
department would be able to access messages,
whether via phone, fax, e-mail, or even the Internet,
from a single universal in-box. This offered agents an
added convenience factor while increasing
everyone's productivip. "

The new system was configured using two T1s
connected to a long-distance carrier to provide the
department's 800 service, and one T1 tie line
connected to the university's Nortel Meridian SL-1
switch to provide local service. The department also
used a custom application written in Delphi to access
an Interbase SQL database providing screen pops
via DDE.
The all-in-one communications server surpassed
Loucks' expectations when, soon after it was
installed, he received a call from the universip's
main campus asking if his system could call in an
emergency weather alert. In less than three hours
Loucks had created an application that would place
an automated call relaying a prerecorded message to
more than a thousand of the school's non-local
students returning from break. Loucks was thrilled
with the results.
If you think Loucks is a risk-taker by choosing to
implement a relatively new technology, think again.
Gartner Group has projected a more than 20
percent adoption rate by branch and small office
environments of all-in-one server technology by the
year 2003. Gartner Group also projects that opentelephony server architecture will be the dominant
architecture among enterprises by the year 2002.
As university budgets tighten and expectations of
student services increase, telecommunications
administrators will be seeking communications
solutions that are not only more flexible but also less
costly. While this technology is not a universal cure
Ior every communications ill, it offers an alternative
which may cut overhead costs and provide functionality such as multimedia queueing, sophisticated IVR
scripts, and advanced Web services. Best of all, a
unified platform gives telecommunications administrators a single point of administration with true
cradle-to-grave reporting across communications
mediums. A communications technology that offers
unparalleled flexibility of service without breaking the
back of those who administer it-that's a paradigm
shift we can all embrace.
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The Synergy of
Network Convergence
and the
lP lnfrastructure
by Doyle Friskney

Network convergence will usher in arL era of
change for university telecommr.rnications departments as voice. data. and video services arre deployed over university enterprisrz networks. Telecommunications departments will migrate {rorn being
autonomous departments with responsibitity for all
voice services to being members of the IT team that
supports mission-critical client-srzrver applications on
their respective campus networl.ls.

No longer the traditional voice network,
tomorrow's telephone services r"vill becorrLe just
another application utilizing the campus network.
Campus telecommuni,cations departmenti; that
embrace change will provide thcu necessary leadership to ensure that the institution is prepared to
support next-generation networl< services as we
enter the coming millennium. University t,zlecommunication departments that delay will lose the opportunity to be active participants in rnaking strategic
telecommunication decisions. Change is irrevitable,
but becoming a change agent will be a choice.
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Will network convergence affect your college or
university? The short, direct response is yes. Net-

work convergence will be as significant to your
institution as the introduction oi Internet services
and the growth of the Internet browser. We are
already feeling the impact of changes such as longdistance IP telephony. interactive video services, and
electronic meeting rooms. Within the next {ive years
we can expect to see the total integration of voice
and data services. During that time. universities will
adapt various video services to support instruction
and will deploy virtual classrooms to complement
traditional instructional approaches.
To prepare for the coming changes, telecommunications departments need to develop a detailed
roadmap to guide the migration to the next-generation technology systems. Because the coming
changes are sweeping and the costs significant. the
university's investment must be well planned to
ensure the successful deployment of an IP infrastruc-
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ture capable of supporting next-generation services'
Network convergence will also require the introduction of comprehensive computing and communications standards. These policies and practices ultimately
will provide the stepping stones to success; lack of them
will prove to be a slippery slope to failure.
Universities that successfully deploy network
convergence will have two common traits: (1) robust,
standards-based (probably utilizing a single network
equipment vendor), switched Ethernet infrastructure,
and (2) a merged telecommunications/networking
department.

Campus IP Infrastructure Initiatives
The typical campus communications infrastructure will change to support network convergence.
The campus IP network infrastructure must adopt
architectural standards allowing it to offer the same
level of robust, dependable services found in a
telephone network. Campus networking and telecommunications staff must deploy a seamless
campuswide network based on open standards
capable of supporting guaranteed bandwidth services. To establish the necessary infrastructure, the
following initiatives must be accomplished:

o Develop a plan to deploy network-based voice,
data, and video services over a specific time period
(i.e., five years)

.
.

Propose a funding strategy
Establish a partnership with an IP (multiservices)

network vendor

.
.
.
.

Deploy a high-speed backbone that supports some
quality of service (ATM or Gigabit Ethernet)
Install switched Ethernet (10i100) to all end users
Establish a campus network directory (naming
services strategy)
Merge all computing and communications responsibilities into one organization

An institution's first step is to determine the
executive commitment to merging all voice, data, and
video on a single network. All executives will surely
want to capitalize on savings that result from network
convergence; few will understand the requirements of
upgrading the network and the need to cenlralize
network services. Many telecommunications managers will find the task daunting and will ignore the
benefits, allowing the campus to maintain two
separate communications infrastructures. The
successful will prepare for the future by developing a
deployment plan that results in a single campus
network.

A primary problem for many universities will arise
out of a history of allowing departmentalautonomy in
establishing networks. Network convergence will
require universities to centralize all network services
to guarantee a voice system that equals the support
levels of today's PBX. A converged network must
have the same degree of stability and redundancy
found in other enterprise voice networks. IP telephony will require the total campus network infrastructure to adhere to stringent standards. Many
vendors and departmental network staff will suggest
that all IP telephony equipment will work seamlessly,
but they will be wrong! The campus that deploys
routers, ATM switches, and Ethernet switches from
one company not only will be successful, but also will
significantly reduce the complexity of managing an IP
telephony system.
The first two years of the plan will require the
installation of a switched Ethernet infrastructure. The
middle years will focus on installing some type of IP
telephony phones and interactive video systems. The
final years will involve changing the campus PBX.
The most aggressive plans will result in universities
deploying LAN-based mid-sized key systems in late
1999; however, most will wait until 2001. By 2005,
the installation of a large campus PBX will become
acceptable.

The most important task for telecommunications
departments is to begin planning the campus infrastructure upgrade with the networking staff. The
campus backbone must be capable of supporting
guaranteed bandwidth allocation (for some quality of
service), which will be possible by implementing ATM
or Gigabit Ethernet. FDDI and Fast Ethernet will
produce initial success but will require fuhrre upgrades.
A university should review the choice of network
equipment vendors in light of future IP telephony
equipment the university plans to deploy. A single
vendor is not necessary; however, it is important that
a network equipment vendor and IP telephony
vendor have a formal partnership. The current
recognized leaders are Lucent, Nortel, and Cisco.
Once a backbone provider is selected, the
university must deploy switched Ethernet
campuswide. Ethernet deployment will depend on
the current physical wiring infrastructure. If a campus'
physical wiring is Category 3, it would be appropriate
to use switched 10-MB Ethernet and avoid the cost of
rewiring. If a campus has Category 5 wiring, or if new
wiring is required, it would be wise to deploy
switched 10/100-MB Ethernet. Each will support
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network convergence. However, the additional speed

of 10/100 switched Ethernet will offer additional
bandwidth with minimal increased cost. Any attempt
to install IP telephony in a shared Ethernet environment will be problematic. Telecommunications
departments should utilize the next two years to
deploy the correct network equipment and test
equipment from voice and video vendors.
The next task will be to determine the number of
network services a university will deptoy. Ip telephony
will lead the list of services hyped by the media. Other
services a university should consider are virtual
classroom applications and video distribution technologies. The marketplace
will suggest that a large
number of IP telephony
vendors are available.
However, realistically, the
market leaders will
probably be the current
telephone equipment
providers and Cisco.
Once a vendor is
selected, a telecommunications department must
choose a method of
connecting local (LANbased) key systems to a
campus PBX (or local
phone company) and to a
long-distance vendor.
Currently it appears the
use of ISDN PRI service
may offer a logical first
step for linking a LAN key
system with a traditional
PBX or central office.
Many local telephone
companies and longMemorial Hall on the UK campus
distance telephone
vendors now are testing
voice gateways to link Ethernet packet-based calls with
the traditional circuit-based public telephone netrvorks.
A logicalfirst step willbe to installa LAN-based IP
telephony system in the telecommunications department and interconnect it by PRI to the campus PBX or
central office switch. In early 2000, a telecommunications department should be reviewing the use of IP
voice gateways provided by the local telephone
company or long distance vendor to access the public
voice network. Consideration must be given to
administrative and billing systems to ensure success.
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Many cable modem providers and many xDSL
vendors are announcing products that will interconnect with campus-based IP telephony equipment.
These products should be reviewed for use in the
campus network convergence plan. The two technologies provide interesting opportunities to offer
voice and video services to off-campus students.
Universities will also be required to implement a
campuswide directory system that will provide the
information to link IP phones to offices. Historically,
universities have deployed campus BOOTP servers
to link individuals and personalcomputers. (BOOTP
is a TCP/IP network protocol that lets network nodes
request configuration

informaflon from a
BOOTP "serve" node.
according to Neufon's
Telecom Dictionory,
7994),. However, today

many networking
departments are

preparing to use
dynamic host
communicataions

protocol (DHCP) as a
BOOTP replacement.
Microsoft's support of
DHCP ensures IP
telephony equipment
providers will recognize
the importance in
directory interoperability. A review of all
LAN-based IP telephony systems reveals
that all vendors are
deploying systems on
Microsoft's NT operating system. Therefore,

deploying a
campuswide directory
system based on Microsoft's future enterprise
directory platform, Active Directory, is probable.
Establishing a campuswide directory with Active
Directory is premature since the product is not
expected to ship until early 2000. During the next
two years many institutions will continue to deploy

Novell's NDS or a propriety directory server.
The thread that will link legacy directories to
emerging directories is LDAP (lightweight directory
access protocol). LDAP is not a directory, but rather
a protocol which allows directories to exchange

information. The telecommunications department
and the network staff should determine the correct
level of LDAP to support and migrate all current
directory systems to the appropriate level to ensure
LDAP interoperability. A campuswide directory will
be necessary to support network convergence and
will take several years to implement. Therefore, it is
not surprising to learn that Lucent, Nortel, and Cisco
have purchased IP management companies in the
past 18 months. The choice of a directory company
should reflect a university's decision regarding an IP
telephony equipment vendor and a network equipment provider.

A Merged Department
The finalstep willbe the most difficult-merging
and the network staff. It is
telecommunications
the
not yet clear whether the telecommunications staff
should be integrated into the networking staff, or if
the networking staff should be integrated into the
telecommunications staff. Either option might work.
In all options, however, the defining factor should be
leadership. The primary goals should be (1) to
identify a successful leader who is willing to be a
change agent and (2) to establish a new department
with a netrruork convergence focus. The department

should include telecommunications staff members
who understand customer service, telephone engineers who understand voice traffic requirements, IP
engineers who understand TCP/P, LAN staff who
understand Windows NT, and managers who are
willing to change. Universities that move decisively to
accommodate the coming change will establish the
necessary foundation to allow success; others will
encounter organizational impediments that ultimately

will delay the successful deployment of nehvork
convergence.

Doyle Fiskney is ossociote oice president t'or lnformation Sysfems at the Uniuersity ot' Kentucky ond
can be reached at doyle@pop.uky.edu. Special
thanks go to Sondy Gray, public relotions ot't'icer t'or
Information Systems at the Uniuersity ot' Kentucky,
t'or her ossistonce with this article.

V
Editor's Note: Nefu.rork conttergence will olso be the
theme ot' the third annual ACUTA Senior Leadership
Forum July 19-20 in Nqshuii/e. For more information, contact ACUTA executiue director Jeri Semer,
jsemef@acuto.org.
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Leveraging the

lP Network at the
University of Oregon
by Dave Barta
and Dale Smith

The campus IP network at the University of
Oregon (UO) and the backbone within the institutions of the Oregon Universit5r System (OUS) have
grown from a small, specialized, scientific- and
research-oriented system to a pervasive resource that
supports a fundamental part of our business, educational, and social culture. The network has been
leveraged and expanded through the notion that it
should actively pursue any new relevant and promising applications and through the cooperation of
virtually every affecled department within the UO.
Looking ahead, we can see that the IP networks
available present us with opportunities to merge parts
of the existing voice and video infrastructure into the
IP networks with significant potential cost savings.
This article will cover the options we are considering,
the challenges facing actual implementation, and the
process we are following in order to make the right
decisions.
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Existing Systems: Voice
The Universip of Oregon, located in Eugene, is
one of seven universities in the Oregon Universip
System. The three largest universities and the affiliated Oregon Health Sciences University are located in
the relatively populous 110-mile-long Willamette
Valley. The other four schools are located in more
remote areas of the state, hundreds of miles and
many mountain ranges away from the valley.
Since 1990, all the institutions have been equipped
with AI&T/Lucent PBXs and voicemail systems
connected by a stable T1 ETN voice network with a
star configuration hubbed at Oregon State Universitgr
in Corvallis. In the past two years, all the PBXs have
been upgraded to Lucent Definity G3R models and the
network has been configured as ISDN-PRI.
This network provides five-digit calling between
the campuses, tail-end hop-off calling into the

Willamette Hall at the University of Oregon

campuses' metropolitan areas, DCS signaling,
voicemail networking between the campuses, and
remote PBX maintenance and administration support
from staff at the hub. It also provides on-net access
to AT&T SDN long-distance service for schools that
are too remote or which have insufficient traffic to
justify their own T1 connections to SDN. The
network carries H.320 video from all the institutions,
with bridging, speed matching, and H.261,1H.263
conversion available through a Lucent MCU bridge
in Corvallis.

Existing Systems: IP
The UO campuswide network, UOnet, is a
collection of departmental and building Ethernet and
Fast Ethernet networks tied together by a collapsed
backbone consisting of multiple Cisco 75xx routers.
The routers provide service to individual buildings
via point-to-point fiber-optic circuits carrying Ethernet or Fast Ethernet traffic. Currently (January 1999),
the network seryes more than 20,000 campus users
at 14,000 workstaflons in 150 buildings, including
3,100 residence hall locations. Remote access to
UOnet is supported by some 350 modems, many of

which provide 56 Kbps service. Additionally, xDSL
services are used to provide UOnet access to a number

of fraternity and sorority houses near campus.

The campus network started as a low-speed
asynchronous network in the mid-1970s, providing
terminal-only access to a single timesharing PDP-10.
In the early 1980s, we dabbled with broadband
CATV-based data services, but quickly converted to
a TCP/IP and Ethernet-based network. By the mid1980s, we had secured a Department of Education
grant and were in the midst of installing a
campuswide fiber-optic cabling system and busily
connecting many academic buildings to the campus
network. In the late 1980s, the universit5r had
committed to installing a new student information
system. The administration and Registrar/Admissions
staff had the confidence in Network Services to
commit funding to expand the existing campus
network to every academic unit as the mechanism for
departments to access this new system.
In the early 1990s, the university made a major
push to provide a network connection to any
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academic employee who requested one. This was a
breakthrough on at least two fronts: First, as access
became ubiquitous, the culture of the university
began to change; second, it provided the first real
opportunity for our tlecommunications and Network Services organizations to collaborate and work
closely together. These two breakthroughs have had
dramatic results. The university community relies on
the network for all aspects of our business and educational experience. In 7996, the UO was awarded the
CAUSE Excellence in Networking Award. We've
been named in the top 10 of Yahoo! Internet Life's
"Most Wired Universities" two years running.
Less visible, but no less important, have been
the close relationship and hust that have developed
between the Telecommunications and Network
Service departments. Over the last decade, we have
grown from simple sharing of twisted-pair wiring

VolP High Stakes Issues
o Voice Quality
o Reliability/Control

o Features/Signaling
o Billing

plant to the position we are in today, where we can
truly envision a melding of voice and data services
into a seamless package. This has happened despite
the fact that we are organizationally quite distant
from each other: Telecommunications reports to the
director of business affairs, who reports to the vice
president for administration, whereas Network
Services reports to the director of computing, who
reports to the provost and vice president for academic affairs.
In the early 1990s, the OUS IP WAN was carried
between the schools in channels on the voice
network using drop-and-insert multiplexing technology. The IP network quickly outgrew the single
channels and installed dedicated T1s paralleling the
voice network.

In 1994, the University of Oregon and Oregon
State University, along with other participants in the
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It is this combination of bandwidth abundance,
ubiquity, and technological evolution which now offer
us the potential to further leverage the value of the IP
network by using it to camy IP voice, H.323 video, and
multicast video in a production way. The incentive in
both cases is to reduce the expense of redundant
parallel voice and data circuits in the wide area.
VoIP: Small Scale

o Remote PBX Maintenance
o Equipment/Maintenance Costs

14 lourna(

Oregon Joint Graduate Schools of Engineering,
designed and implemented the Network for Engineering and Research in Oregon (NERO) with the
help of a grant from NASA and the collaboration of
US West. This SONET-based ATM network was
intended to test and develop new applications for
these protocols. In the last three years it has evolved
away from ATM and SONET to an IP network that
uses point-to-point DS3 circuits in the backbone and
provides redundant, high-speed connections to the
Internet. Remote locations are connected to NERO
through frame relay T1 circuits. OUS has collaborated with Oregon's Department of Administrative
Services (DAS) and the Oregon Public Education
Network (OPEN) to use NERO as the state public
backbone network providing Internet access to all
state government and K-12 public schools. This
collaboration of networks is called the OWEN
networks, after Dr. John Owen, the Oregon State
Universit5r professor who originally conceived NERO.
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Our initial deployment of VolP is to experiment
with providing service to remote branch offices,
where there is a need to provide both voice and data
services. We have two trials under way: a homeoffice trial and a remote-campus trial.
The current approach we are taking is to use a
remote Cisco router with FXS ports to provide
dialtone to handsets or OPX-like trunks to key
systems. At the cenhal site we have installed a Cisco
3600 with a variety of FXS, FXO, and E&M trunk
modules. We will be experimenting with T1 trunk
modules at the central site as they become available
over the next several months. We currently have this
configuration running to the home of the director of
our Advanced Network Technology Center. The
service to this home is via a direct rate adaptive
digitalsubscriber loop (RADSL) circuit. It has
performed flawlessly.
Our next attempt to put voice traffic on the IP
network will be between the UO campus and the
Oregon Institute of Marine Biology (OIMB), 100
miles away in Coos Bay. We presently use one offpremises exchange (OPX) connection between our

PBX and the OIMB 4O-station key system and a
frame-relay T1 for data. OIMB has a need for more
voice connectivity and currently underutilizes its data
T1. Our intent is to use a Cisco 2600 router with two
FXS ports at the OIMB end to provide two OPX-like
circuits from our central PBX to the key system at
OIMB. Replacing the OPX at OIMB and eliminating
the need for a second one will pay for the OIMB
router in approximately 12 months.

mine that VolP technology will allow us to eliminate
the point-to-point T1s in the OUS voice network and
carry the voice traffic on OWEN. We can potentially
reduce the $700,000 we spend each year on voice
transmission and still contribute significantly to the
funding of OWEN. However, the voice ETN is a
much more complex network and has a variety of
more challenging issues than a simple OPX or

These two trials are designed to give us an
environment where we can experiment with VolP in
a relatively simple and nondemanding setting. We
will be able to experiment with the quality of service
(QoS) options available in the routers, the quality
and consistency of the voice transmission, the impact
of voice traffic on the data traffic, and the reliability of
throughput through the US West frame-relay cloud.

Voice

Our current plan is to deploy a third trial site with
a similar configuration between the campus and the
Pine Mountain Observatory near Bend.
VoIP: Higher Stakes
The big cost/benefit will come if we, in conjunction with OUS network managers and telecom
managers from the other OUS universities, deter-

remote station application.

quality Telephone users are used to a certain
level of voice fidelity, and we need to approximate
that quality for a VolP solution to work. Both Cisco
and Lucent Technologies claim the compression and
QoS algorithms being implemented provide adequate quality in a well-engineered network. Our
preliminary experiments tend to confirm this, but we
will certainly test over OWEN before deciding on any
full-blown implementation. Our concerns revolve
around the ability to scale the Cisco QoS algorithms
in a large, high-speed network where there are many
aggregated customers. Our small branch office tests
will not be able to demonstrate this.
Reliabilitylcontrol These two issues are inseparably
intertwined. Although US West and Af&T provide

the T1 and DS-3 components of both OWEN and
the ETN networks, there are many other pieces of
the networks residing on OUS campuses maintained
by different groups. We know what to expect from
the PBXs in the ETN, and it is staffed with dedicated
people who monitor system alarms 2417. We need,
and have seen, similar reliability from the OWEN
backbone, which is also monitored24lZ; however,
we need to prove that this monitoring is sufficient to
support voice applications. The State of Oregon
networks are in somewhat a state of flux, however,
and we must be confident what we will continue to
have conhol or reliable support if we are to dismantle
the ETN.

Featureslsignoling The signaling channels in the ETN
enable inter-campus five-digit calling, TEHO,
networked voicemail, and name display on digital
phones-features that our users have come to expect
and use. A VolP solution must replicate these
features, as well as provide proper answer and
disconnect supervision. The Lucent solution, allegedly due in March 1999, compresses the voice and
encapsulates the signaling on cards in the PBX. The
Cisco solution, allegedly due in June 1999, will use
an ISDN-PRI interface between the router and the
PBX and will provide integrity for the signaling
channel by not compressing it.

Billing Within OUS we use a centralized proprietary
call-accounting and billing system, which processes
SMDR information from all the PBXs sent to it in real
time over the IP network. This is not an exercise in
changing the usage-based culture of long-distance
calling, so we must be sure this system will continue
to work.

startup costs must be accurately determined and
figured into the cosUbenefit analysis.
Each of these issues is important to us and must
be studied, tested, and resolved before OWEN can
take over for the ETN network. At present, neither
Lucent nor Cisco has released hardware which can
provide complete solutions, so we have a little time
to ponder and gather information. We're using that
time to gather and analyze on-net traffic information
broken down by five-digit, TEHO, and SDN. We're
also gathering cost information as it becomes available so we can truly calculate the financial benefits of
this project. All o{ this information will be formulated
and the time and money to perform testing and pilot
projects calculated. This will be presented to the
Interinstitutional Telecommunications Committee, the
group of voice telecom managers from all the
universities and OHSU who jointly finance the ETN
and OUS network center. This group will jointly
decide whether to go ahead with pilot projects and,
after results are in, how to move forward.

Video Over IP
Our current use of video over IP is twofold:
multicast video (MBONE) and H.323 videoconferencing. The University of Oregon has for many years
been an advocate of multicast video. We have a
multicast-capable campus routing fabric and use
multicast video to broadcast a varieQ of campus
events as well as SCOLA, a foreign-language news
channel.
More interesting to this discussion is the legacy
H.320 videoconferencing that is currently carried
over the ETN. We are beginning to evaluate H.323
videoconferencing tools and looking at ways to
integrate our legacy H.320 video hardware into an IP

Remote PBX maintenance The OUS network staff
provides remote PBX maintenance via a PSTN
modem, but it is also important to us to be able to
provide that maintenance on-net. Lucent PBXs,
unlike the Lucent Intuity voicemail systems, cannot
be administered directly via the IP network, rather
requiring access either via modems or proprietary
19.2 Kbps EIA ports. We need to be sure EIA data
will pass over OWEN unscathed or at least work
around the problems associated with loss of this

The University of Oregon has been successful at
building an award-winning and extremely useful IP
network through collaboration within departments
and institutions and by always reaching for new
applications. We are predicting that the new applications will be voice and video and are determined to

access method.

be at the leading edge of this technology.

One-time cosls in equipment and energy Rolling the
ETN network into OWEN is a huge undertaking
which will absorb all the resources of the OUS
network staff, as well as probably require some
consulting help. Additionally it will mean a substantial
investment in routers and/or PBX circuit cards. These

Doue Barta, associote director o/ business at't'airs in
Communications Seruices at the Uniuersity of Oregon, can
be reached ot dbarto@oregon.uoregon.edu. Contact Dole
Smith, ossociote director ot' uniuersitg computing in
Network Seruices at UO, at dsmith@ns.uoregon.edu.
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infrastructure.
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How the lnternet

Will Change
Network Management
by Curt Harler
One of Murphy's Laws must hold that systems shall crash when the
telecommunications administrator is at an off-site meeting, in the middle o{ a
pleasant weekend at the beach, or snug in bed on a wintry night. However,
a new class of technology which allows Web-based network management
threatens to confine Murphy and his laws to a dark corner of history.
Web-based network management is the ability to monitor and actively
manage a network, regardless of the location of the network or the network
manager, in real time, using the Internet as an access
vehicle. Or it might ref.er to any system which allows
an administrator to manage the same things
ordinarily handled from inside a data
center from the comfort of a Web
browser. In short, it is as a
system which, when the
pager alarm goes off in
the middle of the
night, does not
require the
administrator to
pull on a parka
and trudge off

through sleet or
storm to a
deserted office to
fix the problem.

1B lournaf
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There are at least three good
reasons for any network manager
to look into Web-based systems:

o Ease of access: The manager is
able to get to key management
sites or components from anywhere in the world where one can
hook up a laptop.
. Platt'orm t'reedom: There is no
need to scatter Sun workstations or
X-terminals in locations someone
considers strategic sites today, only
to find that tomorrow they are not
as convenient or ubiquitous as was

once thought.

. Ease ot' use: Simply by adding
a bookmark to a computer browser,
a network manager can hop to the
management component of the
system under consideration.
At a minimum, you can count
on a Web-based management
client to accomplish two things:
The obvious one is to allow for
remote management capabilities.
However, given the history of
network management this is no
small task. The second is to
provide platform-independence for
the management console to a
degree never before possible.
For purposes of convenience.
we can divide Web-based network
management systems into three
broad areas: The first is a system
which allows management of a
number of different devices, made
by a variety of manufacturers, all
under the same general umbrella.
Obviously, these are among the
most powerful products for Webbased management activity. They
allow a manager a sweeping view
of the network and give the most
functionality.

The second group of Webbased network management
systems is productJine specific.

This is, by far, the category into
which the largest number of

products fit. There is a reason for
this: The vendor has control over
the software and hardware development of an internal product. The
management system only has to
deal with the known components
of the system developed by the
manufacturer. Whether or not the
product is compatible with SNMP
(simple network management
protocol) is irrelevant. The manufacturer only has to design a Webbased interface that will work with
the product at hand. This does not
diminish the capacity of the
product-especially if the box
resides in a key area of the network, requires frequent monitoring
or adjustment, or is prone to need
to be reset at odd hours o{ the day.
The growth of corporate intranets
and the near-universal use of TCP/
IP for all kinds of local and global
needs has given rise to additional
management requirements for
DNS (domain name services)
seryers, DHCP (dynamic host
configuration protocol) servers, and
LDAP (lightweight directory access

protocol) servers.
The third group of Web-based
network management systems do
not deserve the cachet of the {irst
two groups, but are so commonplace that they must be mentioned.
These are the products which allow
remote monitoring (RMON) over
the Internet but fall short in the
area of allowing full, active management and reconfiguration. That
is, the network manager can access
the system over the Web and see
what the problem is or review the
status of the network. However,
these products do not allow Webbased resolution of the product.
There are real advantages to being
able to see a problem before
actually heading off to a building
across campus to fix it. A lot of
technician time can be saved if the

lournaf

person knows ahead of time where
to look for a specific problem
(diagnosis usually requires more
than half the time it takes to fix a
problem). In addition, the proper
testers, cards, and cabling equipment can be toted out to the site so
the repair is made on the first visit
and does not require callbacks.
In almost every one of these
cases, the argument for Web-based

management can be reduced to
dollar terms. Even in those instances where the benefit accrues
to the individual technician who
does not have to drag himself away

from home on a rainy night, a

There are atleastthree good

reasons for any network
manager to look into Webbased systems:

r
r
r

Ease of access

Platform fieedom
Ease of use

sizable dollar savings is eventually

realized as the worker's job
satisfaction remains high and less
expense is incurred in rehiring and
retraining workers, unexcused
absenteeism, and similar human
resources costs.

Depending on the operations
being outfitted with a Web-based
network management system, it
may be possible to cost-justifu the
additional expense of a Web-based
tool simply on the speedier time for
restoration. Full-function Web
access adds significant flexibility in
viewing service level status infor-
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needs of a department (finance,
accounting, engineering) or by

mation. Also key is the remote
access for highly skilled, off-shift

Internet traffic (FTP, e-mail, Web

personnel. The process includes a
relational database engine that sifts
through vast amounts of statistical
data, homogenizes it into a common presentation format, and
generates automated reports that
correlate events in an enterprisewide view of the network.

access).

to start to manage the network. The feeling is like being lost in a strange city at
night where one does not

Keep in mind that users are
concerned not only about the
quantity of bandwidth available but
also about the quality. Providing
quality control and measurable
results allows you to bill back to
individual departments based on
Quality of Service (QoS). Guaranteeing QoS is one way to improve
the lot of those using any network,
especially critical or real-time
Internet-based applications. The
way for a service provider or IT
manager to back up those guarantees is by using a Sonet network
which assures quick time to
restoration and an acceptable level
of network performance. The next
wave will be multiservice platforms
which demand high bandwidth and
give multifunctional services at full
speed. If it does not perform at wire
speed, it's broken. Control over the
network should be provided at the
access point since the day is not far
off when Internet-based bandwidth
at 155 Mbps will be commonplace
to customers who then will control
the breakdown of the data stream.

speak the language.

What Can Be Managed

Plenty of Growth
The META Group estimates
that the network performance
analysis and reporting market will
grow from $120 million in 1997 to
$700 million in the year 2000. The
Reston, Virginia-based indushy
analysis firm is bullish on the future

There is no feeling more
hopeless than being faced
with a network that never
was well documented and
being forced to find a place

A good Web-based system will
be capable of providing automated
information gathering in at least

of the performance analysis sector

industry, based largely on the
number of Fortune 1,000 compa-

three key areas: device discovery
and configuration (or reconfiguration), data analysis, and report
generation. There is no feeling
more hopeless than being faced
with a network that never was well
documented and being forced to
find a place to start to manage the
network. The feeling is like being
lost in a strange city at night where
one does not speak the language.
Any direction one starts to take will
almost certainly lead to the wrong
place. However, many software

nies, Internet service providers,
and telecommunications firms that
are moving toward broad-based
installation of network-monitoring

equipment. Many information
systems departments require that a
long, drawn-out process be
followed when an individual user
or work group wants additional
bandwidth. With a Web browser,
the network manager can change
bandwidth allocations to meet the
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products will go out and actively
document the devices on the network and check their configurations. While not 100 percent foolproof, this is a great place to startalmost like having a guidebook in
hand.

The data analysis portion of
the product is usually the one
which a user is most apt to expect
from a network management tool.
That is the key function of a Webbased management system.
However, it is the third aspect
which is usually taken for granted
and often ends up being the major
dissatisfaction a network manager
has with a product report generation. Reports may be likened to a
tour guide: A good guide speaks
your language, understands the
sights you want to see, and can
address special interests like art
museums or historical sites. Surely
every Web-base management
product displays or prints out
reports. But are they in a language
or presentation format that you
understand? Do those reporting
devices take you to the parts of the
network you want to view? Are
they flexible enough to take you to
one area today and to a different
one tomorrow? Are they intelligent
enough to sort out special interests
on the network (say, only routers)
and not force you to put up with a
pile of extraneous reports to get to
the places on the network you
want to see?
It is not only the enduser who
benefits from a well-designed Webbased management package.
There are benefits which accrue to
the manufacturers of Web-based
systems, too. In this latter case, the
main benefit to the vendor is
simplicity. For example, Cabletron
used to produce various products
in five flavors of Unix plus Windows NT for every application.

Tf the cost of outomoting your cal I center
is hord to swollow, try smoller bites.

Any woy you slice

it

STARTELs call center technology
is o cut obove the rest
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Desk, lnformation Exchange,
Operatorless Paging are just a

Directory Assistance and
taste of what this powerful

system can do. So if you're looking for call center technology at a price that's
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There is no doubt that all purchasers had to pay {or the additional

complexity of these networks has
made user administration a
sil3nificant task. Proper management of a network requires control
and direction to ensure it delivers

development time, regardless of
the system which they were
interested in purchasing. Writing for
the Web simplifies things. While

arrthorized services at the correct
tirne to individuals who are approved for a host of QoS levels. A
major part of QoS is being able to
provision the service in a prompt

hard-core systems administrators
like Unix, the Web is an interface
everyone with a degree of computer literacy knows and loves.
Even with service-level applications, where the information
systems department deals

typically with less-literate people,
one is apt to find some familiarity
with Web-based programs. Web-

As we unsubscribe to the

based tools are well-suited to
people more comfortable clicking
a bookmark or "favorite places"
icon than dealing with Unix or
Motif. In addition. vendors can
ship products in less tirne with a
lower cost. While the core of ther
application may still be Unix, th<z
Web wrapper makes life easier for
the user.

20th eentury attitude,o{
people going to work and

confront the 21st centufy
reality of work gsing to

people, management is
going to discover that the

Web Is Everywhere

'best and brightest worker$

The most common softwar€l
on desktop computers today is
not Lotus 7-2-3. It is not some
version of Word. It isn t even
Tetras or SIM City. It is a browsctr.
Every computer shipped in the

choose where they will live

in geographic lccations
that suit their lifostyles.

past several years has been
equipped with a browser that
allows us to travel through
cyberspace to places far away.
The neti,r,,ork operatinll system of
choice for many schools is
Microsoft's Windows NT Server,
While a robust offerin5;, it also has
brought a whole new encumbrance on the lS IT team. requiring
management and administratiorr of
netrruorks in far-flung locations.

olteleconmunicalio4s in Hrgher Eclucation

Scott Kriens, chairman and
CEO of Juniper Networks, Inc.,
maintains that the Internet is
evolving into the new public
network, and those who take
advantage of this trend can achieve
a fundamental business advantage.
For the Internet to progress from its
strengths in connectivity and
become a fundamentally reliable
infrastructure, advances will come
both from business drivers and
from technology built to solve the
critical problems involved in
growing networks at unprecedented rates. For the enterprise IT
manager, the Internet has much
the flavor of the impact of the PC
on business. By giving control and
flexibility to the user, rapid evolution in business practice is attained,
Kriens says. However, network
managers must take responsibility
for a level of service which is
outside their control. Those
network managers who adopt,
understand, and optimize these
network services will deliver
maximum value to their enterprise
users.

Web-based management
schemes will be appropriate in any

and thorough manner and being
able to dynamically adjust the
sclrvice provided to a customer to
assure QoS is maintained. This can

Even administration o{ a LAN
may require remote capability.
Campus-area and wide area
networks certainly require remote
management of the network. Tfre
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distributed throughout the organization without requiring a worker
to visit each site or each computer.

include anything from domain
rranagement to rebooting a remote
terminal to provisioning additional
biandwidth to assuring the latest
versions of client software are

a
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operation where the college is
attempting to create a more
efficient administrative model. This
can range from client/server-based
systems to mainframe computing.
The IP-PBX willprobably be the
next device that systems will have
to integrate with, predicts Stephen
Doster o{ Telco Research, Nash-

ville, Tennessee. He says that that
particular step should not be too
difficult. Feeding ISP billing systems
is another potential growth area for
telemanagement systems, accord-

ing to Doster.

Human Element

quite as elegantly as he could five

just because he likes the center-city

With all of the technology, it
would be a major mistake to
overlook the human element of
network management. There are
trruo major "people" reasons to go
with a Web-based management

years before. The resulting six-

campus lifestyle better. Branch
campuses will not have to "settle"
for local talent in their search for
network help. In short, Web-based
network management is the
initiative which will repeal the
section of Murphy's Law dealing
with network management.

system: The first is availability
during times when it is difficult for a
human to be at the workplace. This
can involve a key engineer who is
pregnant or has just delivered a
baby and is understandably
unwilling to leave home for long
periods of time. In such a situation,
the engineer can take advantage o{
Web-based network management
as long as she has access to a PC.
Or, a network manager might not
be able to carve snowboard turns

weeks of immobility does not have
to keep him from contributing to
the MIS team.
The second worker-friendly
reason for choosing a Web-based
management system has to do with
lifestyle choices. As we unsubscribe
to the 20th century attitude of
people going to work and confront
the 21st century reality of work
going to people, management is
going to discover that the best and
brightest workers choose where
they will live in geographic locations that suit their lifestyles. A rural
campus with a good IP-based
management system will not lack
the services of a top-level worker

Curt Harler, consulting editor and
a regular contnbutor to the ACUTA
Journal, has just completed a book
entitled Web-Based Network
Management: Beyond the
Browser, published by John Wiley
& Sons and due on the shelf Apnl
7. Much of the matenal in this
article is from the book. Reach
Curt at curt@ curtharler. com.
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lPportunities
by Ron Walczak

There is no doubt about it: IP (lnternet protocol)
has become the wide area network protocol of
choice. The ubiquitous nature of the Internet has
positioned IP as the protocol that manufacturers of
LAN/IIVAN equipment are using for their leadingedge applications, including the provision of highquality voice over the data network. These new
products create a new set of opportunities for
progressive organizations to take advantage of lower
capital costs and reductions in ongoing costs of
ownership.
Betore we dive into the wonderful promises of IP
telephony, let's remember to keep our feet firmly
grounded in reality. ACUTA president Buck Bayliff
addressed the issue of Quality of Service (QoS) in
the winter edition of the Joumol. In his "President's
Message," he documented the latest standards and
methodologies being developed to address the QoS
problems, progress made, and the amount of work
yet to be done. A new QoS Forum has been created
by the industry heavy hitters to address these issues.
With the current limitations in mind, and a belief that
limitations do not last long in a technology market
driven by entrepreneurs, let's look to the future
opportunities for using IP networks to redefine how
we approach traditional telephony and WAN data
challenges.
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If you are employed as a voice technology
professional, it is time to broaden your horizons. If
you are a data technology professional, you may be
surprised at how many more details are associated
with providing end users with voice services on your
data network!

IP = Increased Profits (or Reduced Costs)
Voice over IP (VolP) opportunities exist in the
WAN (between sites) and in the LAN (within your
campus). If you have multiple locations connected
with a private network (voice and/or data DS1 or
DS3), you are a candidate for the implementation of
VolP services. The Internet does not currently
provide the QoS you expect for a business call. The
integration of voice and data onto the same WAN
circuit may provide significant savings to the institution in a variety of ways, including the following:

.

Voice Compression and Channel Integration

VolP uses less bandwidth than traditional voice
circuits. Even in a digitalworld, typically a full 64 Kbps
is allocated to every tie line between locations. VolP
technology using the H.323 standard compresses the
analog voice into an 8 Kbps data stream that can be
routed over an IP network. Engineers beware! That
8 Kbps data stream receives IP packet overhead that

can raise the bandwidth requirement on a chatty
circuit to 21 Kbps! Most equipment manufacturers
have built in "silence suppression" technology that
will reduce a typical voice call to 6-8 Kbps. If the
analog applications are primarily conversations or
automated attendant functions, you will be safe to
engineer for 12 Kbps per VolP channel.

.

Bypass

Perceptive network managers are always on the
lookout for ways to reduce recurring network
expenses. Connectivity between locations has
traditionally been a mixed bag of circuits for voice
and data. Data circuits between locations have often
been dedicated point-to-point due to transmission
requirements, while voice tie lines have been harder
to cost-justify. Until now, whenever voice and data
have been mixed on the same high-capacity circuit,
multiplexers and channel banks had to be purchased, and bandwidth was segregated. This solution
required additional capital expenditures and still
supported the inefficient hansmission of voice at 64
Kkbps per conversation. The new VolP systems
permit more efficient use of bandwidth and the
elimination of channel banks resulting in fewer
network facilities. This lowers the cost of bypass. The
major voice and data manufacturers are jumping on
this opportunity by providing edge devices that will
work with anyone's telephone system and the
Ethernet LAN.

.

The I/PBX

Ever since Cat-5 data cabling has been available,
we have advised clients to install nothing less. Our
rationale has always been that the traditional telephone connected to a PBX will someday be replaced
with a set that is connected to the LAN. Someday is
today.
PC server-based telephone systems are now
available that connect to public and private networks
in a traditional manner but deliver the call to Ethernet-connected telephone sets, PCs with standard
voice software, and traditional sets (via a gateway).
Taking voice terminals to the same level of universal
plug-and-play as networked PCs can significantly
reduce the moves-adds-and-changes budget. The
opportunity to eliminate expensive common equipment or remote shelves associated with a large PBX
provides enough impetus to investigate further.

Three significant opportunities exist for implementing a server-based PBX:

1. Adding sfotions to an ensting PBX
We have college clients that have recently installed
fiber across the campus to provide data services while
ignoring (or postponing) the replacement of copper
for voice systems. Using fiber remotes for voice
systems has hadiflonally been very expensive and
dishibutes telephone equipment away from a centrally
managed and maintained room. A college or university in this situation may be a candidate for implementing an IP telephone server across the data
network. Immediate savings are reahzed by avoiding
new conduits, new copper tie cables, new fiber and
associated fiber remotes for lightning-prone campuses,
new common equipment at the PBX, new horizontal
cabling for voice( if data cable is sound), labor for new
cross-connects, and down-time.

2. Reaching remote locations t'rom an ensting PBX
Many schools have offices or fraternity/sorority houses
that are located near the campus but not on the
campus cable plant. In the office environment, it is
important to connect voice and data back to the
campus network. In the student-housing environment,
it is desirable but not necessarily important enough to
spend considerable capital. How much more affordable would it be if the college were running one
network link to the building that provided voice and
data traffic flow and there were no additional PBX
ports required for stations (and stations could be
replaced with software on a PC?) Alternatvely, a dialup connection through a modem pool could connect
the user to voice and data services, including the live
appearance of a PBX set at the remote location.
3. Replocing the enhre PBX with o seruer-based system

The IP voice products now available are not large
enough-or robust enough-to force the traditional
large PBX out the door yel However, be prepared to
consider this new technology when your current
hardware reaches the end of its life cycle.
Ron Walczak is owner and pnncipal consultant t'or Walczok
Technology Consultants, lnc., an independent management
technologg consulting firm that speciolizes in support t'or
higher education, manut'acturing, ond healthcore. Ron
holds degrees t'rom both Youngstown Stote Uniuersity and
Capital Uniuersity. Wsif his Web site at
w w w. w

alczakco nsultants. co m.
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by James S. Cross, PhD

Voice over IP (VolP) is a hot topic as we prepare
for our transition into the 21st century. Heightened
interest is being fueled by the convergence of the
public switched telephone network and the IP
network, both intronel and Intemet. Adding voice
support to IP switches and routers will likely increase
per port cost. However, vendors are betting that the
value-added benefits will more than justify the
increase as organizations continue to seek ways to
streamline network architecture, deploy multiservice
networks, and reduce cost.
As more and more vendors climb aboard the
VolP and IP-telephony bandwagon, next generation
IP switches, routers, and call-processor servers will
enable network administrators to integrate and
manage voice traffic in their IP networks. A survey
of current literature indicates that all of the major
players from the telecommunications and data
communications industries have announced initiatives and/or products targeted at the VolP and IPtelephony arena. These developments will inevitably
change the voice communication landscape and the
rules of network management.
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VoIP, ATM, and Frame Relay
VolP refers to the real-time transmission of voice
haffic interleaved with data over a network infrastructure using cell- or frame-based transport. Today,
voice traffic is transmitted across a separate circuitswitched infrastructure, with a PBX or key system
serving as a centralized switch. VolP technologies
interleave and switch voice and data traffic as frames
or cells over a single network infrastructure, eliminating the need for separate cabling plants dedicated to
either voice or data. Integrated voice and data traffic
over a single network infrastructure offers the
potential for streamlining staffing and lowering the
cost for equipment, cable plant management, and
maintenance.

The idea of integrating voice and data is not
new, but previous attempts have met with only
limited success because of the bandwidth-hungry
demand of personal computers. While the data PBX
was ideal for supporting low-speed data, it lacked the
performance, application diversitgr, and robustness
that users demand and receive from

IAN

technologies.

Several developments have caused renewed
interest in voice and data integration using a
common transport mechanism. Perhaps the
most significant is the continued growth in
desktop computing power and the trend toward
the replacement of the traditional shared-media
frame-based LAN network (i.e., traditional
Ethernet and token ring) with switched-based
frame-cell LAN networks (i.e., Fast Ethernet and
ATM). The industry has also embraced the
universal serial bus, a new physical interface for
connection of phones to PCs. There have also
been improvements in LAN infrastructure
technologies, such as improved latency, class-ofservice support, quality-of-service support, and
nonblocking connections that enable LANs to
support the low latency and nonblocking
environment required for voice communication.
There is also the ongoing work of the ATM
Forum to develop variable-bit-rate technologies for
better, more efficient, and flexible allocation of voice
traffic over ATM. Finally, there is the Internet Engineering Task Force Voice-over-lP Forum implementation agreement for the VolP gateway. The agreement
defines the set of required functionality and protocols
which allows PSTN-to-lP gateways from different
vendors to communicate with one another. The role
of the PSTN-to-lP gateway is to bridge the circuitswitched telephone network to the packet-switched
TCVIP network and allow calls originating from an
ordinary telephone to be carried over a TCP/IP
network or bridged back to another ordinary telephone. (See Figure 1.)
Figure 1: VolP gateway

Foken

Ring
LAN

Figure 2: VolP on the backbone

While development of standards for gateway
interoperability is an important piece in the IPtelephony puzzle, there is a parallel set of efforts
involving migrating the traditional PBX to operate in
a virtual network environment. A survey of the
literature indicates two major scenarios are evolving
in the migration of the tradiflonal PBX to an integrated voice-data infrastructure: VolP on the backbone and VolP to the desktop.

. VolP on the Backbone
This model involves dishibuflng select components of the PBX throughout the campus and using
the high-speed integrated voice-data backbone and
edge switches to link them together, as shown in

Figure2.
In this model the edge switches are
to
connect the PBX modules and
used
LAN subnets to the backbone switch. The
connection between the various PBX

PBX

modules and the desktop phones continues
to use a dedicated voice infrastructure.
This eliminates the need and cost of
replacing analog phones, shared media
hubs, old PCs with digital phones, multimedia LAN switches, and PCs outfitted with
universal serial bus (USB) interfaces. This
architecture is also more cost-effective than
a single large PBX and eliminates the need
{or multiple backbones for voice, data, and
video.
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WAN and/or public switched telephone
network. Analog phones and faxes are
connected to the LAN via a digital
gateway device.
The Mitel telephony server, based on
Windows NT, includes call control,
switching, and telecommunications
software/hardware to support and
manage the core voice applications
required to deliver integrated voice,
messaging, and LAN services. One
industry leader states that "Mitel's
telephony server based on Windows NT
provides a new standard in computer
telephony service and productivity. "
Lastly, Sphere debuts a VolP unPBX
scalable

architecture for use in a local or mehopolitan-area ATM network environment.

Figure 3: VolP to the desktop

.

VolP to the desktop

This modelinvolves deploying the switched LAN
environment to the desktop using edge switches
instead o{ routers and shared-media LAN hubs
(Figure 3).
This enables each user or device to have its own
dedicated LAN segment for connectivity to the
network instead of contending (Ethernet) or waiting
(token ring) for bandwidth in a shared-access LAN
routing architecture. Segmenting the LAN through
switching rather than rouflng solves the bandwidth
contention limitation of shared-access LANs and
provides the capability and capacity to support delaysensitive voice haffic. The traditional functions of the
PBX are handled in a clienVserver environment
across the network. The switching function is handled
by the various network switches and virtual routers.
The call-processing function is handled by a callprocessor server, while specific telephony applications are handled by various network application
servers (i.e., voicemail, fax, call center, directory
service, authentication, telemarketing, etc.).
Four announcements of telephony call processor
products by Lucent, Mitel, Sphere, and Selsius
Systems have raised the stakes in the VolP to the
desktop arena. The Selsius Telephony Call Processing System supports introoflice voice traffic over an
Ethernet LAN and interothce voice haffic over an IP
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Announcements by Mitel, Selsius,
Lucent, Nortel, Cisco, Sphere, and
others represent significant steps forward in supporting VolP to the desktop by making it dramatically
easier for value-added resellers and system integrators to implement computer telephony solutions.

The Business Case
In a relatively short period of time, packetized
voice has sparked the imagination of vendors, service
providers, and customers driven by the promise of
less-expensive service, cost reductions, better
economies of scale, and the reasonable expectation
that the quality issues will be resolved. Despite the
fact that many in the field question the practicalities
of VolP, Dataquest has projected the VolP marketplace to exceed $3.0 billion by 2007. In a survey of
Fortune 1,000 companies conducted by Forrester
Research, 42 percent indicated that they planned to
experiment with IP telephony. Michigan Tech's plan
to experiment with the technology involves developing a partnership with Mitel Corporation. The
partnership seeks to develop a new model for
campus voice communications and to leverage the
power of the computer and the telephone in implementing an integrated campus network for voice
telephony, video telephony, desktop conferencing,
collaborative computing, business conferencing,
distance learning, electronic commerce, and helpdesk applications. No other technologies have had
such a major impact on the way the universi!
conducts business, and no other technologies are as

essential to its future success. Effective communica-

tion in today's information economy means managing increasing volumes of traffic quickly, reliably, and
transparently.

The Michigan Tech IP-telephony business case
was justified on the potential to better leverage an
existing campus ATM network infrastructure, the
potential to support new applications, and valueadded functionality. The business case focused on
the marketplace and the university in terms of six
perspectives: technology, sellers and buyers of the
technology, range of applications, products and
services currently available, number of staff at the
universip with CTl-capable computers and workstations, and cost reduction opportunities.
The potential benefits to the university were
quantified based on an analysis of the following:

o
e
.
.
o
.

Infrastructure-relatedsavings

define their phones to be what they want for making,
receiving, and managing telephone calls. Given that
the state-of-the-art of technology is at a point where
voice and data integration is both possible and
beneficial, the question becomes when and what will
it take for the college and university marketplace to
embrace VolP technologies.

Jim Cross is uice prouost of lnt'ormation Technology
at Michigan Technological Uniuersity, o t'requent
contnbutor to fhe ACUTA Journal, and a t'ormer
ACUTA president.
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Abilene:

An A dvanced
K eeearch N e|work
by Jacob Levanon, PhD
was to "facilitate and coordinate the

The recent explosion in the
use of the Internet by the general

development, deployment, operation, and technology transfer of

public-with

its seemingly insatiable appetite for access to
information-has rendered it all
but useless for research and
remote electronic collaboration.
Initially conceived as a pure
research and education network
facilitating inter-institution research
and collaboration, comm er cialization and the exponential growth in
the use of the Internet as we know
it has resulted in conditions that
significantly inhibit those activities.
As a result, a new and different
network was needed to continue
the evolution of ideas and efforts
that led to the success of the
Internet in the first place. Internet2 was a logical next step.

advanced, network-based applications and network services to
further U.S. leadership in research
and higher education and accelerate the availability of new services
and applications on the Internet. "
The Internet2 project includes a
number of major initiatives undertaken to explore and deploy new
network technologies required to
realize these goals and objectives.
In September 1997, UCAID
was established to provide an
organizational framework for the
rapidly expanding lnternet2 project.
Today, lnternet2 includes more
than 135 member research universities working with industry partners
and the government to provide
leadership and direction in advanced networking for higher
education.

Internet2 is a project of the
University Corporation for Advanced Internet Development
(UCAID). In October 1996,34
U.S. research universities commenced thelnternel2 project. The
mission of the Internet2 projecl
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most advanced and far-reaching
research and education network in
the world. The new network, called
Abilene, is being developed by
UCAID through access to the

nationwide Qwest fiber-optic
infrastructure, with technologies
provided by Cisco Systems and
Nortel (Northern Telecom) and
engineering and management
facilitated by the Network Operation Center (NOC) at Indiana

University. The Abilene network
was conceived, designed, and
deployed to support and promote
lhe Internet2 initiatives.

On August 5, 7998, Indiana
University was announced as the
home for the Abilene network
operations center and became a
full partner in the Abilene project.
The Abilene NOC provides
comprehensive network management services for all the physical
and operational aspects of the
Abilene network. A state-of-the-art
network operations center is critical
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to the deployment of the advanced
networking initiatives and services
that are the focus of the Internet2
project.
The Abilene research and
education network is currently the
most advanced native IP backbone
network available to universities
participating in UCAID's lnternet2
project. Abilene's advanced
networking capabilities enable
researchers and educators to
develop the innovative applications
crucial to the mission of higher
education. (More information is
available at www.ucaid.edu,
www.interne12.edu,
www. ucaid. edu/abilene/html/
abilene-noc.html, and
www.abiline.iu.edu.)

Abilene Network Architecture
The Abilene networking
infrastructure is a good example of
close and successful collaboration
between higher education and the
high-tech and telecommunications
industry. UCAID provides the
overall vision, project manage-

ment, and leadership; Qwest
provides the fiber infrastructure
interconnecting multiple points of
presence (PoPs) across the country;
Nortel provides the SONET
equipment; Cisco provides the
networking gear; and Indiana
Universip provides the engineering
and management of the network.
The Abilene network is a
packet-over-SONET (POS) native
IP backbone. It is characterizedby
its broad geographic coverage,
simplicity, resilience, and very high
speed. The Abilene network offers
access points evenly spread coast
to coast in very close vicinity to
most of the anticipated university
GigaPoPs, thus minimizing the cost
of connecting. Simplicity is inherent
in the use of IP over SONET and a
relatively small number of router
nodes, the engines that provide the
"brains" of the network. The
Abilene network is initially deployed with only 10 router nodes
(see map). Cisco 12008 GSR
routers, equipped with state-of-the-

lounta[

art components, provide out-ofband remote access and management, as well as full fault tolerance.
The duplication of most router
components and the design of the
network facilitate a high degree of
resilience and fault tolerance (e.9.,
each router node is accessible
through at least two diverse paths ,
eliminating q single point of failure).
The Abilene network, in
production since the end of
January 1999, will be fully completed by the end of 1999 and will
feature OC48 circuits between all
router nodes. In the following
phase of the project, Abilene will
increase its backbone capacity to

OCl92 as need for capacity rises
and technologies supporting higher
speeds become available from the
industry partners. Integral to the
Abilene network architecture are
the Qwest access nodes and
lnlernet2 GigaPoPs. Access nodes
are the connection points, the
points that will "glue" the Abilene
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participants to the backbone. By
the end of.1999, Abilene will
feature more than 120 such access
nodes. GigaPoPs are regional
traffic aggregation points interconnecting multiple entities (universities and/or regional research and
education networks). A typical
GigaPoP connects 3 to 15 institutions through high-performance
links. It serves as an interconnection for switched or routed networks, provides quality-of-service
management, and serves as a

Abilene is not free and requires
contractual arrangements with
UCAID. Every Abilene participant
is assessed an annual participation
fee of $20,000. In addition, every
entity (GigaPoP or a single institution) directly connected to Abilene
is assessed an annual connection
fee of $110,000 for an OC3 circuit
(the minimum speed allowed to
directly connect to Abilene) or
$320,000 for an OC12. These fees
do not include the costs associated
with local loop arrangements
required to establish connectiviQ to
an access node or a GigaPoP
Institutions connecting to Abilene
via a GigaPoP (i.e., not a "direct"
connection) will not be subject to
the above fees, but rather will
usually share the cost of the
Abilene connection with the other
peers connected to that GigaPoP

coordinating network operation
entity. The number of GigaPoPs is
continuously growing around the
country and will become the
prevalent way of connecting to
Abilene and other research networks. lnternet2 emphasizes
connectivity via GigaPoPs, though
it does not preclude other connection disciplines. Eligible single
entities that are not GigaPoPs may
also connect directly through an

Participating in the Abilene
network is a completely uneventful
process from the end user's point
of view. The only noticeable
difference to the user is the significant improvement in the connection speed. End-to-end communication between two users at
institutions connected to Abilene
will not require any special arrangements by the end user. As soon as
an institution becomes a formal
Abilene participant and is connected, traffic originating at that
insfltution and destined for another
Abilene-connected entip will
automatically traverse the Abilene
network. In most cases, the user
will observe a marked network
performance improvement compared to getting to the same
destination via commodity Internet.
The transparency of this process is
a function of successful engineering
of the participant's connection,
which is the responsibility of the
participant's network engineering
team. The engineering of each

access node.
To enhance collaboration
across multiple interconnected
networks, Abilene is also develop-

ing multiple peering arrangements
with other high-performance
networks, such as MREN, vBNS,
ESnet, and other research and
education networks.

Participating in Abilene
UCAID has developed policies
that define conditions of use for the
Abilene network. According to
these policies, all 135 Internel2
members are eligible and are
encouraged to participate. The
process of connecting to Abilene
commences with the customer
institution contacting UCAID
headquarters and officially registering its intent to participate. During
this initial contact, the customer is
provided with all of the pertinent
information facilitating the connection process. Connecting to
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connection to Abilene is a cooperative effort between the NOC and
the participant's network engineers.
Such cooperation is guided by well
defined procedures and information exchange.

Abilene Technical Challenges
The essence of the Abilene
network is not in the fact that it is
there, but rather how it will be
utilized over time. Following are
examples of how Internet2 initiatives are leading the way in the
development and utilization of
innovative networking protocols
and applications to take advantage
of networks such as Abilene.

.

The lnternet2 Dishibuted

Storage Infrashucture (12-DSI)
Project is designed "to resolve
accessibility issues associated with
sharing and using Internet-based
educational content. "

. The lnternet2 Digital Video
Network (12-DVN) is an initiative
that aims to establish a national,
higher education video network
service to provide support for
scalable and easy-to-use applications to deliver live or stored
streaming and interactive highquality digital video. Imagine a
collaborative surgery taking place
over the network and the difficulties associated with assuring highqualiQ, reliable, and uninterrupted
service.

Other initiatives involve testing
of Di{ferentiated Quality of Service,
multicasting, securit5r and authentication, and last but not least,
extensive research in performance
measurement of various aspects of
high-capacity networks.
Jacob Leuanon, PhD, is director ot'
teleco m m unicatio ns ot I n dian a
Uniuersity. Reach him ot
leuanon@indiana.edu
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During the course of an ordinary day, associations
everyr,vhere are doing extraordinary things. Lobbying

for better

access

innovations that
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designing

roadway congestion, researching

to improve urban
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new technologies to streamline communication, and

This

by association?

message is brought to you by the American Society of Association Executives,
recognition of the nearly 100,000 associations who work ro make our lives
Better by Association. For further informarion about this campaign, please email
pr@asaenet.org or fax 202-408 -9 633 or visit http: //www.asaenet.org.
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setting safety and quality standards for everything
from bicycle helmets to the foods we eat. In fact, in
almost every corner of the world, associations are
working to build a safer, stronger, and smarter future
for us all.'Wouldn't you agree that everythingt better

;Based

stems

ffi-fhe
Campus
Just as it is understood that the Internet, Internet2, and IP-based networking will be part of the
networking schemes of the 21st century, there is no
doubt that browser-based network management
systems willflourish. While giant firms like AT&T,
Cabletron, HewletlPackard, IBM, and Sun are, of
course, already on the Web-based management
bandwagon, the number of smaller firms represents a
veritable algae bloom of ideas on expanding and
improving Web-based management.

What does this mean for colleges and universities?
The vision for schools using Web-based management
should not be one of Web-based network management, but rather Web-based enterpise management.
Any device or tool which would hurt the network if its
performance were limited is a target for Web-based
management.

in Higher Education

. More powerful tools: All of the vendors
working in the field have next-generation products ready to come out o{ the development labs.
Whether it is a second-generation tool or an
advancement on Version 5.0, it proves that
people who are putting their corporate futures at
risk see a continuation of broad-based demand
for Web-based management tools.

. More ubiquitous deployment of those tools:
It is fair to say that once a college gets its feelwet
with Web-based management, use of browserbased tools will expand. In many cases, the use
of Web-based management is limited to a single
application area, a single campus, or a limited set
of departments as a trial. The success of these
trials bodes well for the expanded deployment of
Web-based tools. Pilot programs typically are
used where the MIS or IT departments feel they
can most benefit from an application. Perhaps the
application was monitoring a single remote
location. Perhaps it was bringing a number of
similar sites under control. Perhaps it was a "toy"
or "trial" for one individual who was interested in
seeing how Web-based management would work
in a particular scenario. In any case, successful
implementation in one area will lead to successful
expansion into other areas.

. Use of the tools deeper in the university
infrastructure: These tools will be used deeper

by Chris Harrison
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in the organizational structure. Everyone expects
top administrators to be able to view telephone
and Internet usage statistics and costs for all parts
of the organization. However, in the future that
information can be in the hands of any approved
supervisor or other manager-from any spot
where an IP-based computer can be accessed, at
any hour of the day or night. These manager's
can spot abnormal usage and associated costs
quickly and easily. While chargeback is a key
issue for telephone usage, IT managers are
concerned with abnormal Internet usage: how
and when employees access the Internet, how
long they stay online, what they do when they
are there. Are they accessing sites potentially
embarrassing to the company or other workers?
Is the department getting the level of service it is
supposed to get while connected to the corporate
intranet? Does a department's usage of the
Internet justify further bandwidth allocation?

. Ancillary tools to support Web-based manage-

ment: Gathering information, compiling it in a
convenient and useful form, being able to analyze the
information or automate the automation process,
providing secure access or handily distributing it to
the people who want it in a timely fashion are key
components to the future success of Web-based
management. If the cult of computer priests has
learned one thing in the past decade, it should be
that management will not tolerate information
hoarding. What users want is relevant information
now.
Enterprise management vendors are under
hemendous pressure to increase the funcflonality
and scope of their products and to decrease product
complexity. Mainframe reliability levels are being
demanded in a distributed and heterogeneous world.
As the Yankee Group in Boston, Massachusetts,
notes, this means administrators need additional
tools and features to become more productive and
find problems long before they occur. Otherwise, the
demand for reliability becomes untenable. Many
lessons have already been learned from the rapidly

evolving enterprise management market.
The Yankee Group points to the fact that an
appealing GUI (graphical user interface) means
nothing if the data is not fully integrated tightly at the
back-end, and tight integration at the backend is of
little use without a frontend that displays all relationships in an intuitive way. The vehicle which will take
data along the information highway is IP For all of
the reasons cited above, Web-based management is
the wave of the future both at the enterprise and at
the vendor levels.

r Tools for specialty or proprietary products:
There is a world of opportunity for vendors, innovative and enterprising employees, and other developers to provide packages which will make Web-based
network management faster, easier, cheaper, or
more user-friendly. There is a market for software
which will not only compile the information, but will
also proactively search for data and return it at
regular intervals. There is also a huge market for
security products.
Customization and development of specific
products is a given. There are many system-specific
products. A huge market area, for example, is POS
(point-of-sale) systems. Every college bookstore and
eatery has a POS system. Development of Webbased interfaces should prove a profitable venture.

Beyond this, look at different delivery media for
the information. Steve Mann, vice president of
product strategy for Computer Associates, Inc.,
Islandia, New York, says wireless will be the next
major wave in Web-based management. CAI is
looking at the wireless industry from two sides: First,
there will be a demand to manage wireless and
mobile devices; second, managing fixed devices by
using wireless access tools will replace PC-based
access in many cases. In both situations there will be
special needs for connectivip, and quality of transmission issues will have to be solved.
Predictive management will become more
commonplace. In any network situation, it is far
better to be able to predict a problem and deal with it
before it becomes a disaster. Using today's technologg, a device such as the Motorola two-way pager
can raise a network administrator and warn of a
pending or current problem. With Web-based
management, these administrators will be able to
handle simple problems from where they standwithout even having to search for a payphone or PC.

Look for Web-based enterprise management to
go well beyond the realm of bridges and routers.
Some firms already have systems on the market to
manage non-lT devices. There is almost no limit to
the number of these devices which can be tracked,
monitored, reconfigured, or updated. There is also
no reason why, with proper systems in place, a
network manager should not be able to manage
every device on campus from any IP-based terminal
anywhere in the world.
Down the road, look for robots to become a part
of the management system. Since robots are basically specialized computers, they lend themselves to
IP-based management and will be part of the
ongoing monitoring and restoration of many networks, especially where the components are located
in difficult-to-access areas or hazardous sites. The
array of instruments and computerized equipment in
such environments is mind-boggling, and it all needs
to be managed and replaced from time to time. A
properly implemented Web-based system is ideal for
handling such situations.
The vision is clear. Walk across campus and see
for yourself. The possibilifles for Web-based management applications are boundless.
Chns Hamson is a t'reelance wnter and sometime
futunst who contnbutes to a uanety of technologyrelated publications on a regulor basis.
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lfu;tuu/
Bob Bresnahan
Vice President
Global Technology Delivery Services
Computer Associates I nc.

At the ACUTA Winter Seminar in New Orleans. Jim
Cross from Michigan Technological Uniuersity spoke
with Bob Bresnahan, uice president

qtC
Jim Cross: Bob, give us a perspective on your
background and your areas of responsibilip with
Computer Associates so we can relate your job title
to what you actually do.

Bob Bresnahan: The title is vice president for what
we call GlobalTechnology Delivery Services. My role
is to help run the technical staff that is an arm of
Research and Development, our development
organization that's out in the field doing pre- and
post-sales technical side. I work very closely with
both product sales and solution-selling to help market
and position our solution sets into organizations. I
have a staff who then go out and actually can help
do consulting work or implementations or help with
trials or whatever else goes on.
Cross: Right now there's a lot of focus and discussion of voice over IP as it relates to organizations with
high-speed backbones, and the economies associated with convergence. Do you agree with the
assumptions and economic trends that point in this
direction?

Bresnahan: Absolutely, especially over internal,
probably tied to the phone system in one way or
another. Working behind the scenes and under
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nondisclosure with large companies as CA does, we
get a really interesting viewpoint about where the
large telecommunication companies are going and
how they're approaching any other neat, new
technology. Voice over IP is possible. Will it be
economically viable? And will the powers-that-be go
along with it so that we take advantage of this new
technology? Or will it be taken over by the phone
companies, and they'll be using IP? Will we be doing
voice over IP and voice over networks, or will we be
doing networking over what we see today as telephone lines? In that case, who runs it? Is it an IP
organization or is it the telephone companies? Who is
going to end up owning that space? Because in the
end, it's not about computing, it's all about communications.

Cross: Do you see voice-over-lP deployment being
limited primarily to a campus environment, or will it
expand to the WAN network?
Bresnahan: Probably in the campus environment.
Once you get into conference calling and things like
that, it's a lot more useful in interactive work in the
campus environment or in those companies that
have campus-like developments. But the technology
is the same whether it's campuswide or international;
it's the same voice over IP or whatever it will end up
being. Where will it be practical functionally working?
If you look at the capabilities you have now of having
conference calls where you have multiple people on
a conference call at once to do development and

other work, how effective is that? Just as a workflow,
it's not all that effective even though the capabilities
have been there. It'll be there, but what's the best
use of that technology?
Cross: If we want to recharge for voice-over-lP
traffic, how can we capture and record it effectively?
Do you have any sense or f.eel tor the mechanisms
for capturing what we tend to call the call-detail
records for chargeback of voice over the Internet or
voice over the WANs?

Bresnahan: Charging back for that kind of traffic

is

going to be very tricky. There are tools and capabilities where you can actually look at what's going on
on the network and find out what packets are being
disseminated: This is a packet, that's a voice, this is a
packet of information. But your question is about
charging back for voice. Are you charging back for
the rest of it? And if you start breaking that apart, are
you going to charge different rates? What is the value
behind that? That comes from the business sense.
When I'm transmitting financial information from
here to Zurich that takes me .02 second, and I'm
talking to my grandmother for 20 minutes, which is
more valuable to me; which would I be willing to pay
for? But it uses the same technology, the same
equipment. So it will be really interesting in the future
to see how we break that down. Am I going to
charge you differently for the different types of
functions? The big telephone companies have to ask
the same question.

open system. So, trying to design one for that
network for voice will be really interesting'
Cross: What are some of the key future trends you
see for the Internet? And what challenges do they
present for enterprise network management?

Bresnahan: It's the same challenges that we've had
for the last five years: exponential growth, not
knowing what's going to happen in the future, trying
to figure out how to position what I'm going to do
now, making a big investment in the next six months,
in the next year. It's not so much in equipment and
software, but also my training. What am I going to
commit myself to and what do I think the
architecture's going to be? We don't know what's
coming up in the future, in the next five years. It's
going to be very difficult trying to make a major stake
in the ground and commit to doing something a
certain way, and waiting to see what's going to
happen. A lot of interesting things are coming out of
some of the large commercial phone systems' maior
research areas that will drastically affect how we do
these things.

Cross: What recommendations would you suggest
for higher ed institutions that are on two-, three-,
sometimes five-year budget cycles mandated by state
governments?

Bresnahan: Be careful of going too far down the
road in lockinq vourself into proprietary or nonstandard architectures, of getting a hold of a company that
qrowth potential, of locking
mau not have the riqht
rioht orowtffi
ffi?Tnot

Cross: Do you think we will move more and more to
a flat, fixed-fee service versus billing by the minute?
Do you think we will move to the packet criteria for

E-xpertise that universities and research centers have

billing?

is phenomenal. Developing things in-house may

Bresnahan: Looking at what the telecommunications industry is doing, they're the people who have
the money and they're the people who are going to
be charging; lhey're the ones concerned with the
business dollar that comes in. They are looking at just
that question. They're looking at the metering and
the usage, rather than just the 10 cents a minute,
anytime, anywhere. That's in the commercial world.
Now chargeback is another whole world. I've been
with CA for about 14 years, and most of that time
l'vebeen involved with chargeback resource accounting in one kind or another. It is an absolute
bear trying to put something like that together in a
centralized system. Putting it together in a network or
a dishibuted system is all but impossible. I've yet to
see what we would consider a true, reasonable
resource accounting or chargeback package on that

seem like the greatest thing since sliced bread, but
laying that out across your own campus you may
find out that, yes, that might be the best thing since

sliced bread, but nobody's eating off sliced bread
anymore-we're all eating off baguettes. Bevery

but we're still a
business that has to be run as a business
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Cross: In what ways do you predict the Internet
access on campus may change in the next several
years? And will universities continue to provide
unlimited access at marginal cost or will organizations
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such as the ISPs continue to provide unlimited
access to those services?

Bresnahan: It depends on what happens to the
ISPs. If they can continue making money doing that,
then they will. Obviously, providing unlimited access
in a campus situation is great because it is a whole
hotbed of commercially available clients that are
going to be coming in and getting used to your
system and wanting to go. Like any other service that
a universitSr provides-healthcare, job placement,
libraries, things the students can use that are being
subsidized by tuition-you are subsidizing your

plethora of new devices, new protocols, and all that
comes in, especially in a universip situation. Everyone has their own project, and it's very hard for any
universitSr to say "This is a standard we're going to
stick with. " As a matter of fact, they usually say
"Here are the five standards we're going to sdck
with, and there'll be more." How can anybody
manage and maintain effectively an environment that
heterogeneous without tools that allow you to cross
platforms with a common "look and feel" (or any of
the other good buzzwords). That's what we need in
the new
that

intranet through that. Is that something that the
universi$ sees as part of the education or part of the
worldview that you are offering your students? In
that case, you have to provide it, like busing from
one end of the campus to the other. If it is seen as
something that is not necessary to education and not
something that people are going to want, then it

won't be.

facilitate remote learning.

Cross:
nevt 5 to 10 vears, and how will we interact and
lnterface with them? What kind of interfaces do you

Cross: Do you think we'll see interfaces that are
more voice driven rather than keyboard driven as we
have today?

envision?

Bresnahan: The big trend that

is what we call

h. The thing
at that level of growth is

Sournal

. We went from reacflve into real
time; now we're goinq into predictive. This is where I
have enough intelligence with the second and third
generation of artificial intelligence modeling so that I
can look at my neural network. I can look at the
information and recognize states I am in. Based on
what I have learned over the last five or six months, I
can recognize that this is an unusual occurrence. Or
even better, the last time this occurrence happened,
something unusual or something bad happened, 20
minutes, 30 minutes, two hours from now. Or where
it can then alert you with a predictive probability that
you're going to have a slowdown or this server is
going to go down or you're going to have a router
problem, whatever the device might be in the future.
The predictive management has to occur. The tools
are out there now for it. I hate to use the terms
artificial intelligence or knowledge sysfems, but that's
basically what they are, jazzed up to the nth degree,
where it could start recognizing possibilities in the
future. So, now I don't have to write a rule or a
policy; I can write scenarios that dictate what I want
the system doing. It can self-adjust.
a

The way I see it is that it's going to be more and
more free access, there'll be more and more wires
everywhere so I can plug in and do infrared connections to anywhere throughout the world. We've got
office situations now where we're really using remote
devices and infrared so I don't have to have LAN
connections and I can come in with my laptop
anywhere. I can move it from one desk to another
without losing my connection. It's not always really
effective right now, but with the radio-controlled
systems in the ceilings and stuff, it's much easier than
having to worry about the wires, and that will have to
happen. So I can just pick up, bring my laptop into
class, listen to a lecture, or maybe not even in class,
maybe just sit anywhere, get the lecture-voice over,
video over-from anywhere on my laptop. Or even
better, have my "profile" follow me wherever I go.
An ID device carries my config files and I can access
the right level of communication from the device I
am near, whatever that may be. Now that will really
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Bresnahan: I'm an old person. I can't imagine how
that would be more convenient than sitting there
typing away as fast as I can. However, it has to
happen. The interfaces that are coming out now and
are available now are phenomenal. It's just a matter
of getting people up and ready and working with it.

pay more than $100. Therefore, I'llbe charged more
than $100, but the capability is there.

There's also the limits of voice itself. Business
environments today can be busy and loud, with
cubes and people and external noises. If you're
trying to get something working on your laptop or
your hand-held or the new computer clothes, then
how can voice be recognized if you're trying to tell
your laptop (which is now your sportcoat, or now
your winter parka) as you run across campus to send
an e-mail to someone saying you're going to be late
to class, or to update this e-mail, or to call home.
There will be other kinds of interfaces, whether audio
is the way to do it or not. The capability is there.

Right now we're starting to see things that are
breaking the functions apart. The notebooks, the
really light, thin ones, don't have CDs or any input in
them. There's no place to put a diskette. That might
change. In my laptop that I carry with me on business trips or to school to take notes or do research,
why do I need to have the big, chunky piece in there
to carry a disk, to have a drive, or even a DVD? That
would fit back in my workstation back at my desk.
We're going to end up with portable pieces that you
can snap together back in a particular place. I don't
need to have sound cards, I don't need a speaker
system in my laptop that I'm only using to take
notes, but I certainly would like it on the device I use

Cross: In the next decade will a $100 PC be pervasive in the marketplace, and if so, what kind of

capabilities will it provide?

Bresnahan: That's a purely economic question. Is it
possible to get down to a $100 PC? Absolutely! Is it
possible to have it at the same level of technology
that we have now? Probably. Ten years from now,
the laptop I have in my briefcase right now will be
less than a doorstop so, even for $100, I won't want
it. It goes back to the economics. Sure you can build
it {or $100, but will anyone sell it to me for $100,
because the business value of that device is going to
be worth more than that to me. So, I will be willing to

to communicate. Will I communicate with my laptop
or will I continue using the phone-once again, will I
have the phone set into my coat collar?
Cross: What do you see as the most critical component of this gadget as it evolves?

Bresnahan: Software and network, because it's all
about communication.
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by Joe Landwehr

The Uniuersity of Cincinnati
receiued an Honorable Mention in
the 7998 Institutionsl Excellence
Aword competition. This article was
adapted t'rom material submitted t'or
the oward.

lt

wiring standard ot' leuel 7 cable lor
data jacks and category 5 cable t'or
u oice jocks ( w w w. cits. uc. edu I
standrdsl). Fiber riser to each
wiring closet is also part of the
standard. This project was initiated
by CITS in 1996 and received
partial funding in FY97. The
project also includes any construction required to provide wiring
closets to meet our minimum

has been updated to

ret'lect progress made in the past
yeor.

The University of Cincinnati
network consists of over 13,000
nodes. The goal ofthe network
upgrade project is to provide an

standards. Eleven buildings were
completed by the end of 1998. A
contract was awarded in March
1998 for the engineering and
schematic design of the remaining
38 buildings. The engineering
design and cost estimates were
completed in January 1999.
Accelerated funding has been
requested to complete the wiring
project by June 2000.

economical, state-of-the-art,
multifunctional campus network in
support of the university's evolving
mission and its IT strategic direction.
The network upgrade project consists
of several coordinated, interdependent, and variously funded projects
instituted and managed by the
Center for Information Technology
Services (CITS) Network Services
Division, including:

(7) Upgrading building wiring in 49

(2) Winn7 oll residence halls t'or
network jock per resident. Al-

mojor academic ond administratiue
buildings to the uniuersity's cunent

though related to the first project,
this project is listed separately due
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to its scope and funding source.
The residence halls were wired with
only a single voice jack per room.
This project adds a data jack per
occupant as well as multiple data
jacks in lounges and other common areas. A 10-MB Ethernet
connection is supplied on request.
Since this project was started in
7997, seven residence halls have
been completed, giving 4,000
students network access in their
residence hall rooms.

(3) Upgrading an FDDI backbone
to OC-12 ATM with OC-3 ATM to
each wiring closet. To eliminate
network performance problems
and support video over an integrated network, a plan was initiated
in 1996 to upgrade the existing
campus backbone from FDDI, with
a single 1O-MB Ethernet connec-

tion per building, to an OC-12
AfM backbone with OC-3 ATM to
each wiring closet in each building.
Users currently have five options

for connectivity from the closet,
including 10-MB shared Ethernet,
100-MB shared Ethernet, 10/100MB switched Ethernet, 25-MB
AIM, and OC-3 ATM. Actual
implementation began in January
1998. Of the 13,000 plus nodes on
the network, more than 6,000 will
be converted by March 1999, and
all conversions are scheduled to be
completed by June 2000.

(4) Participation in the Intemet2
project. The university became a
charter member of Internet2 in
7997. UC has received a National
Science Foundation grant to fund
an OC-3 connection to the OARnet

upgrade and enhance dial access
capabilities inlate 7997. An aging
272-line modem pool has been
replaced with a state-of-the-art

480-line modem pool which
supports 56K as wellas ISDN
connections. The pool has been
divided into two groups, one
dedicated to student-only access
and the other to faculty and staff.
The modem pool was expanded to
528 totallines in September 1998.
(6) Video distribution ouer the
ATM network. This project remains
in the R&D stage, with a trial of a
video distribution system utilizing
25-MB ATM scheduled to be

sip with the network infrastructure
that will position us for the futurre.

In an effort to involve all campus constituencies in the planning
process, an intensive review process was undertaken for approval
and funding of each of the first five
projects associated with the network upgrades. Participants in the
reviews included faculp, students,
staff, and administrators.

Planning, Leadership, and
Management Support
The university has implemented a new IT governance
structure and hired a new vice

'o
.=

o
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PoP in Cincinnati. This circuit

became operational in January
1999. The ATM network upgrade
provides the necessary infrastructure for supporting lnternet2 access
without any modification.

(5) Upgrode of remote

occess

facilities. Convenient dial access to
the campus network for a primarily
commuter student body, as well as
faculty and staff, is mandatory in
today's educational environment.
In order to support this critical
need, CITS initiated a project to

installed in three locations in 1999.
We will replace and enhance our
current AMX analog video distribution system with an ATM implementaflon. Integration into our
prototype Classware Web-based
course support system will also be
piloted (http://classware. uc.edu/).
A time frame has not been set for
production implementation of an

AIM video distribution system.
We feel the combination of
these six projects, when all are

president of information technology. At the same time, we recognized a need to upgrade the
existing network to relieve performance problems, universally
extend access on campus, position
the university for the future, and

remain competitive. With a sense
of urgency, high-level university
administrators agreed that a major
network upgrade had to be
undertaken, even while the

completed, will provide the univer-
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universjty was in the process of developing
a long-range IT plan.

While planning and coordinating such a
major project is not a simple task, CITS has
been successful. Funding the upgrade-the
most difficult task-was accomplished
through a variety of sources. Funding
commitments, detailed here by project,
demonstrate the support of the university
administration for the network upgrade:

.

Upqrading building wiring: For the first
time, biannual state capital

r,ft provide,effieient, timely,
'

the network upgrade'
l'hese funds are normally

1',and:eoSt.etfeettiveaccess-to earmarkedforbuilding
,,,infuimatiOn, voiCe, datr'r. and,,'

,,:,di

,

;e learning, thl* vniiit-,

rsi$of .Cincinnati has focqsed
,,l,itsstrateg!.on devetoping
l',.imglementin$ an

construction and renova-

m:?;Ji""ili,'J'"'
requested $2 million for

and :::Y::*1tji::':
::':"
nly ouilolng wrnng ano

intQgratd,,',,r backbone fiber. The same

--.: r - Tr
system enterprlse-wloe'
I ne

request is Planned for the
next hruo bienniums.

',.cen'terfr:rlnformatia*:,',:;,7g9lh',',,",

Residence hay winng

r ,!
-..^
^L-.^.-,- Funding for this project. as
upgraoe tne campus
networK
- ..- :r::-.- .:::-:.:::.,::.:..: appfOVed by the BOafd Of
.',udring, [,6ckbone,can6qil11,.','::;;

.

capabil!an,enabl€r iatrrrrcit, ,,. [:?f::I4il3'j::"l?:l

,';,6y1diami^te'access
.,,'ties,,is

'liustees, comes from an
itrcr.ease in room rates' This

'1,,,,6,{.,,&.e

inrVerSity'S

ReSearCh,l

dence Life in an attempt to

students.

.

ATM backbone upgrade: The university

obtaine,C partial funding of this project for

fiber infrastructure and router upgrades
from thrz state capital funding mentioned
previously. Central general funds were
approved for the monthly charges associated with 1O-MB shared Ethernet connectivity for all nodes existing as of July 1997.
When looking at all of the options for
funding the electronics, maintenance, and
networh management services associated
with the ATM upgrade, an opportuni!
arose to consider the upgrade as a service
which could be outsourced. Based on cost
comparisons, it became apparent that
outsourcing would result in a significant cost
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savings. CITS recommended and the
Board of Trustees approved a five-year
contract with our LEC to provide this
service. The service includes the furnishing, installation, maintenance, and
management of all of the electronics
associated with the ATM upgrade, including the ATM core switches, building
switches, closet switches, and hubs.

o lnternet2 membership: The university
administration concurred that participation
in Internet2 was imperative to participate
successfully as a member of the Research
I family. Funding for Internet2 membership was approved in 1997, and a
commitment was made to budget up to
$500K per yeat in support of the Internet2 effort.
,

Upgrade of remote occess t'acilities:
Once again, the administration demonstrated its support by providing the
funding plan for bringing this service to
our students. A commitment was made by
the provost to allocate $200K per year
from a recently enacted Information
Technology and Instructional Equipment
(ITIE) fee toward improving dial access
capabilities for students.

. Video distnbution ouer the HTM
network: While this endeavor is currently
in a planning and R&D state, indications
are very favorable for central funding from
the provost office.
Promotion of Technology and Maturity
of Effort
The network upgrade project was
initiated in 1996 by CITS. Initially the
project was to include the upgrade of
wiring in four buildings and some minor
enhancement to the fiber-cable plant. Installation of some Ethernet switching
equipment was also planned but on a
limited basis. This plan resulted in the
initial request for state capital {unds. The
plan matured and expanded to become
the comprehensive network upgrade
project described here. All six projects are
well under way. When completed, the
campus network, Internet access, and
remote access should be comparable to or
exceed the facilities available at any other
comprehensive Research I institution.

Currently the UC network
consists of FDDI and OC-12 ATM
interconnected backbones. Buildings not already converted to the
AfM backbone are still served by a
single 1O-MB Ethernet connection
from one of five FDDl-connected
backbone routers. ApproximatelY
6,000 nodes will be converted to
the ATM backbone by March
7999. The connections will be

Quality, Performance, and

primarily 1O-MB shared Ethernet
to the walljack with a24-port

tion to seek administration aPproval for a major upgrade to the

collision domain. One or more OC3 ATM links connect the wiring
closets to core AfM switches. All
five planned high-capacity core
ATM switches are in place. Internet
access is provided by an OC-3
ATM connection to our state ISP,
OARnet. Currently our three
branch campuses are connected to
the main campus network via T1
circuits. Plans call for upgrading
these links to OC-3 when the AfM
conversion is further along.

nehuork.

a

Productivity Measurements
Using other institutions of
comparable size and characteristics
as benchmarks to determine where
we stood from a networking
perspective, we found the wiring
plant was definitely not state-ofthe-art technology. UC did not
compare well with the leading
institutions. This was the motiva-

Nehvork monitoring, using HP
OpenView and Network Health,
indicated that the network was at
capacity on the Ethernet links to
several buildings, although the
FDDI backbone still had excess
capacity. We will continue to
gather data for comparison beforc
and after conversion to the ATM
upgrade.

With the ATM upgrade almost
hal{ completed, our outsource

vendor is monitoring the ATM
portion of the netwotk on a2417
basis, using OpenView and other
vendor tools. Definition of required
reports and statistics has been
finalized, but sufficient data is not
yet available to publicize performance information.

One unique condition of the
contract is the requirement to
upgrade-at no charge-both the
OC-72 backbone and the number
of OC-3 links to a wiring closet
when they reach capacity. This
should eliminate any capacityrelated performance problems. In
addition, the contract has very
stringent availability parameters,
with associated penalties for
nonperformance.
Statistics from the old modem
pool indicated 100 percent utilization during peak periods, with a
significant number of calls being
rejected. Comparative data has

been gathered for the new replace-

vBNS via a GigaPoP or the new
Abilene network, also via a
GigaPoP A National Science
Foundation grant request has been
received to offset some of the
connectivig costs. No additional
staff is required to support this

performance. Network monitoring
indicates significant excess capacity
on the ATM backbone as well as
the OC-3 wiring closet links. Again,
before capacity is reached, appropriate bandwidth upgrades will be
installed where required.

The total cost of the components associated with the network
upgrade can only be estimated at

project.

this time:

project was $152K, with an annual
recurring cost o{ $176K. Personnel
overhead is estimated at $16K per
year for technical support. In
addition, further expansion of the
modem pool required an investment of $25K.

From Web-based student
surveys concerning the student email system and network access,
an almost universal complaint was
the inability to obtain dial access to
the network, especially during peak
periods. With the modem pool
replacemenVenhancement project
nearly complete, new survey
results combined with monitoring
statistics will be used to determine
whether further expansion is
required.

ment modem pool. After analysis
of almost one year's worth of usage
data, it appears that the modem
pool is of sufficient size to provide
the targeted P01 level of service.
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis

(5) Upgrade of remote

facilities: The capital cost for this

(1) Upgrading building wiring in
49 major academic and administrotiue buildings: With design and
engineering costs included, the
estimated cost of this project is
$17-25 million. Overhead associated with this project includes
CITS staff time for project coordination, which is not tracked
separately, but included in general
department overhead.

(2) Winn7 all residence halls for
network jack per resident: The

(6) Video distribution ouer the
ATM network; Other than staff
time, minimal funds have been
expended to date on this R&D
project.

The obvious impact of this
project on the organization is the
availability of an economical, stateof-the-art, high-capacity network.
The ATM-based network should
encourage development of
applications which had been
impractical due to bandwidth
restrictions on the previous
network. Video dishibution is now
possible using the same network
without requiring additional wiring.
Server response will no longer be
inhibited by network bandwidth

a

wiring portion of this project for all
seven residence halls will cost $2.4
million. In addition, there willbe a
$6-per-month charge for every
jack activated. Due to this recurring
cost, students must request
activation each academic quarter.
There is minimal overhead in
activating jacks and assisting
students with connections with no
additional staff required for
support.

limitations.

(3) ATM bockbone upgrade:There
are two components to this project.

The risk associated with this
project is primarily in the area of
the performance and availability o{
the network electronic components. The outsource contract has
very restrictive availability requirements with associated penalties for
nonperformance. There is little or
no risk associated with the other
portions of this project.

One lies in providing the necessary
fiber plant to support the upgrade.
The cost for this portion is approximately $500K. The second
component, the electronics
upgrade, has a one-time cost of
$125K, with a per-user-jack
monthly cost based on the type of
connectivitSr.

Customer Satisfaction and
Results to Date

(4) Pqrticipation in the Intemet2
project: The cost to participate in
lnternet2 consists of an annual
membership fee of $25K and a
commitment of up to $500K per
year for connectivity to either
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To date, there have been no
complaints from users who have
been converted to the ATM
network concerning network
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The goal for the overall

network design remains to provide
a multifunctional network which
would meet user requirements and
expectations for the next three to
five years. Being in the initial stages
of implementation, it is too early to
determine if this goal will be met,
but all indications are that it will be.
Perhaps one measure of the
success of our efforts is the very

fact that the primary problem
we've encountered is that everyone wants to be at the top of the
conversion list. Obviously it is
impossible to convert more than
13,000 nodes, along with associated wiring upgrades, in a short
period of time. We have targeted
implementation efforts at the high
utilization locations which were at
capaciQ. Most other users are
content to wait, knowing that their
upgrade or conversion has been
scheduled and will eventually
occur.

Joe Landwehr is a technology
planning consultant at the Uniuersity ot' Cincinnati and can be
reached at j oe. landw

ehra@ uc.

edu.

Seminar Tapes & Handouts
Tapes and handouts from all previous seminars are available.

Listed here are seminar topics from the past two years:

D

Negotiating in a New Era of Local & Long Distance Competition (1/97)

il
t

Student Services & Revenue Generation (4/97)

D

Strategic Planning & Team Management (10/97)

t
t
t
t
t

E
E
E

il

lntegrating Networks (1/97)

Campus Card lssues & Applications (10/97)

information
you Gan use

Managing & Monitoring Network Activity (1/98)
Legislative & Regulatory lssues (1/98)
Technology Management lssues (4i98)
Disaster Preparedness & Facility Security (4/98)
Managing & Engineering Enterprise Networks (10/98)

tuomACUTA

Marketing Campus Security & Other Student Services (10/98)
Generating Telecom Revenues (1/99)
lnformation Management (1/99)

Tapes: $

75

Make your selection from the list at the left.

Handouts: $ 20

Total items ordered
Total

Audio Conferences (90 minutes each):
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$

t

UpOate on Access Charges & Universal Service (2/98)
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D

Voice over lP ('12198)
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Campus Telecommunications Systems: Managing Change

Written by campus telecommunications professionals and consultants and
published in 1 995, this 1 31 -page book provides a broad understanding of
the campus telecommunications environment. The intended audience is
the non{echnical university administratorwho may not have direct responsibility for telecommunications, but who needs to understand the environment in which the telecommunications manager functions as well as basic
technological concepts.

City

State

Zip

Phone
Fax

E-mail

Mail or fax this form (or a copy) with check or purchase order to:

$15 members / $20 nonmembers plus shipping, $2 per book

ACUTA, Attn: Kellie Bowman, 152\,N. Zandale, Ste. 200, Lexington, KY 405032486. Phone: 606/278-3338; fax 606/278-3268. You may also print a form from
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"Selecting the one person to single out as the
recipient of ACUTA's most prestigious individual
honor was an awesome responsibility for me as
ACUTA president," says Margie Milone. "But
choosing Whitney Johnson as that one person
came very easily. Not only is Whit a true professional, he also exemplifies everything Bill D. Morris
stood for. "
Most ACUTA members recognize Whitney
Johnson for his contributions to the ACUTA Neurs.
A member of the ACUTA Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Committee since its formation in 1991,
Whit has devoted substantial time to studying legal
issues that impact campus telecommunications.
Each month since April 7994, he has reviewed a
varieQ of publications to filter out potentially
critical information for "DC at a Glance," a column
that informs members about FCC rulings, laws and
regulations, mergers, scams and fraud, and more. In
the recent member needs assessment survey, Whit's
column was cited as one of the top three most widely
read features in the newsletter.

Whit has also been a presenter and willing
participant on a number of panels at ACUTA events,
sharing his experience and expertise with the
membership. He regularly assists at ACUTA annual
conferences as a moderator or monitor, and he
actively contributes to sessions dealing with legal
issues as well as other topics.
Whitney originally became involved in ACUTA
as a part of his role as director of Data and Tele-

phone Systems at Northern Michigan Universip,
from which he retired in June 1993 after 27 years.
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"ACUTA was invaluable as a network of people
who had experience I could rely on, who were not
only knowledgeable but were always willing to help,"
says Whit. "To say that I was not schooled in telecommunications when I was given responsibility for
the phones at NMU would be an understatement.
My academic background includes a BS in math
from Utah State, a master's in statistics, and near
completion of a PhD in biostatistics at the University
of Minnesota, plus summer employment in computing. In 1962,lwent to Virginia Tech as an associate
professor of statistics and shortly thereafter took over
the computing center. ln L972 I moved to NMU in
charge of campuswide computing, and in the mid
1980s the telecom department was handed to me.
Fortunately, ACUTA was there to help!"

A member of ACUTA for 11 years, Whit
has remained active in the association as an
emeritus member since his retirement from

NMU. "l enjoy participating now as much or
maybe more than ever. It's different when
you can be involved without the pressure of
a paycheck. I feel I can give now in the same
way that others gave to me years ago. It's a

, .'.ihs'establishmenlol as
the hiring of a full-time staff.

cluded service as presiden!
dertt;,arid keeislirer:t:

good feeling. "

Whit is also respected for giving to a
variety of volunteer organizations in
Marquette, Michigan, where he and his wife,
Martha, have lived (or 26 years. He has been
actively involved in the United Way of
Marquette County, serving on the board for
the past 18 years, including a year as
president. He has also served on the board
of the Hiawathaland Council of the Boy
Scouts for 20 years and has been both
treasurer and president. (All nine of his sons
became Eagle Scouts, "thanks to their
mother," says Whit.) He also enjoys his work
as a volunteer librarian at the Marquette
Family History Center. Whit and Martha also
have two daughters and 37 grandchildren.
"While I appreciate Whit's wonderful
dedication to ACUTA and to the needs of the
members, as I considered this award I was
equally impressed with his commitment to
service in his community, " says Margie
Milone. "Last year we added a community
service component to ACUTA's mission
statement, and that just made Whit an even
more ideal candidate. I know the people in
Marquette appreciate him as much as we do!"
Whit considers receiving the Bill D.
Morris Award one of his finest moments. "l
knew Bill and what type of person he was
and what his objectives and ideals were.
When the award was first established in his
memory, I remember thinking how pleased
he would be. Knowing him made winning
the award all the more meaningful to me,
and I admit, when my name was announced
in San Diego, it brought tears to my eyes. "
Congratulations to Whitney Johnson.
ACUTA appreciates all he does and is proud
to honor him with its highest individual
award.
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From the Executive Director
JeriA. Semer, CAE

This issue of the ACUTA Journal focuses on one of the most timely topics in
telecommunications today-leveraging the IP network. You can hardly pick up a trade
publication today without reading about this subject, and numerous seminars are
being offered by a variety of organizations that are jumping on the IP bandwagon.

A balanced view o{ voice over IP was offered by Gary Audin of Delphi, Inc., at a
recenl ACUTA audio conference and subsequent special workshop at the Winter
Seminar in New Orleans. Mr. Audin astutely points out that much of this technology is
still in developmental stages (whether you are referring to voice over a LAN, WAN,
AfM, or the Internet). Further development is necessary for the quality of voice
transmission to be equivalent to what most business and residential users have come
to expect. In addition, there are many factors other than the obvious cents-per-minute
difference that must be considered in assessing the cost-effectiveness of implementing
voice over IP technologies. Mr. Audin concluded that often voice over IP is not the
least expensive alternative when all costs are factored in, although the savings and
efficiencies are often greatest when this technology is used in an intranet setting within
a large, geographically dispersed organization. We plan to explore the subject in even
more depth at the Spring Seminars, April 18-21 in Alexandria, Virginia.
Through educational programs, publications, and discussion forums such as the
telecom listserve, ACUTA is tackling this tough subject directly. Our offerings differ
from those of other organizations because they are focused specifically on the needs in
an educational setting. Our goal is to provide our members ample opportunities to
acquire the knowledge to take a leadership role in exploring and implementing this
ner,v technology in the higher education environment.
We believe that it is not only important to understand the basics of how the
technology works, but that it is essential to your effectiveness as a technology leader to
have a grasp of the strategic issues. What are the real infrastructure, systems, and
telecommunications costs? What are the potential cost savings from implementing this
technology in certain specific settings on your campus, as opposed to traditional voice
technology? How far along is the technology today, and where will it be a year from
now? Three to five years from now? What are the appropriate uses in higher education? Can your institution's current voice or IT organization support this new technology, or is retraining and/or restructuring necessary to provide e{feclive support?

It is generally agreed that voice over IP in some form will be a substantial portion
of the telecommunications world of the future. I would like to suggest that ACUTA
members are in an excellent position to take a leadership role in helping your institution to study and, when appropriate, to implement this technology. Armed with
knowledge of the technology and a strategic, businesslike approach to helping your
institution move forward in this area, you can be a great resource and help to secure
your future role in managing both implementation and operations.
I hope that you will take advantage of the information on voice over IP that is
available through your ACUTA membership. In addition to publications like this journal
and past and future educational programs, we have a unique resource: the collective
years of experience and wisdom of fellow members who are willing to share their
expertise. Good luck, and I hope to see you in Alexandria this April.
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Multimedia Extender, Audio//ideo/RS232
Data/Ethernet/T1, Singlemode-FC, 1 300 nm
(Medium Distance)
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"Because of my involvement with ACUTA and, most importantly, the members' supportiveness,
decisions I make for my campus are thoroughly documented and well received."
Jansenius, Uniuersity ot' the South
-Jeonne

"ACUTA conferences and seminars offer excellent learning and networking opportunities."
Siminifus, Pacit'ic Bell

-Jackie

"To be in contact with fellow telecom professionals-exchange advice and ideas and concerns."
an institutional member uia the Member Needs Assessment Suruey

-From

"Telecommunications gets more complex every month-ACUTA makes it easier to keep up."
an institutional member uia the Member Needs Assessment Suruey

-From

"We appreciate the camaraderie as well as the professionalism of the ACUTA network."
Bltrns, Compco

-Randy

"ACUTA members are incredibly helpful and friendly. Response from the ACUTA listserve has
always treen tremendous."
Pauer, Southwestern lJniuersity

-Bob

"What NEC values from our affiliation with and participation in ACUTA is the direct communication with the people who benefit most from our products and services."
T|rner, NEC Business Nefu.rork Solutions, Inc.

-John

"We consider ACUTA fhe association for higher ed telecom."

-steuen
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(606) 277-7135
Check here if you have special needs (accommodations, restricted diet, etc.)

18591 3

. Confirmation materials will be
receipt

sent within 2 weeks of

of payment or purchase order. lf you have

not
received confirmation within a few weeks, please checkwith
yourAccounts Payable office to conlirm processing, then call
ACUTA. Direct inquiriesto Kellie Bowman (606)278.3338

or e.mail: kbowman@acuta.org

PRE.CONFERENCE SEMINARS

Check appropriate box to register for pre-mnference semina(s) on Sunday. (You may register for EITHER one full-day OR one or
both pre-conference seminars.)
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Space is limited; please register early.
Full Day...$199
Half Day...$ 99
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Networking

lntro to Telecom/Data

Tebcom Auditing as Tool lo Lower

E

Pre-Gonference Registration lncludes:

Campus Wireless Applications

Costs

il

How to lmplement a Disaster plan
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discount response mus, be postmatked no later than June
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6/'11l99 After 6/'l'll99
ACUTA Member lnstitution/Assoc. Member/Corp. Affiliate/TAC Member ....... $550............... $595
Before

Nonmember

.............. $675............... $725

Student

$350............... $350
lfyou attend the ACUTA Conference then purchase a membership
within 90 days, the difference between member & nonmember
regishation fees will be applied to your initial membership dues.
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Course materials
Coffee breaks (1 moming, 1 afternoon)
Lunch (Full-day seminars only)

Conference Registration lncludes:
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All educational sessions
Course materials
Sunday evening reception
Monday evening event
Wednesday banquet
Breakfast 4 days, lunch 3 days
Coffee breaks
Hospitality Suites

This event has a targeted audience Please check the Web site or call for details

r' D Senior Leadership Forum Onty (Juty 18-20 only) g595
' ". r. lncludes all Senior Leadership sessions; course materials, Sunday evening reception, Monday dinner event;
breakfast 2 days; lunch 2 days; mffee breaks, hospitality suites
:. ' , ' . .r
$'
ft SeniorLeadershipForumandConference(July18-22) g595
lncludes all Senior Leadership & Conference sessions; course materials; Sunday evening reception; Monday
' 1:
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dinner event; Wednesday banquet; breakfast 4 days, lunch 3 days; coffee breaks; hospitality suites

TOTAL DUE

Cancellation/Refund Policy
.Cancellations received byJuly2, 1999: Fullrefund less

COMPANION FEES FOR EVENING EVENTS
Anyone otherthan registered attendees and exhibitors who have paid a social registration fee musl pay to attend
the Sunday evening opening reception ($25), Monday evening dinner ($TBD), and Wednesday evening banquet

($55). Please enclose payment (remit to address shown above) or indicate that payment will be made at
registration. (Sorry, children under age

'16

may not attend.)

Name
City, State/Province

$
$

il
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Sunday Opening Reception in Exhibit

Monday Morning Get-Acquainted

Hatl

Coffee

f1 Monday Dinner Event
$il Wednesday Night Banquet
il Paymentenclosed fl Will payatregistration il
$

$25
NC

kations will be assessed a $25 administration fee.
. Cancellations received July 3-16, 1999: Registration
fee must be paid. Credit memo will be issued (less $25
adminishation fee) forany cancellation received July 3-16.
Credit must be applied to registration for another ACUTA
event within one year of issue.
. Cancellations received after July 16, 1999 are not
eligible for refund or credit.
. Cancellations may be mailed, faxed, or e-mailed to

Kellie Bowman 152 W. Zandale Dr., Ste. 200,
Lexington,KY 40503; fax 606/278-3268; or e-mail

$TBD

kbowman@acuta.org
$55

ChargetoAmEx/MasterCard/VISA(rnroropnshq

FORHOTELINFORMATION/RESERVATIONS,CONTACT:
www.opryhotel.com.BesuretoaskforACUTArate:

$25 administration fee if notice of cancellation is received
in the ACUTA offlce by July 2. All unpaid cancelled regis-

OprylandHoteloConventionCenter,2300OprylandDrive,Nashville,TN3T214-1297.61s1871-5824.

$141 single/double(gardentenace$181

single/double).CutoffdateisJune11.

